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ABSTRACT 

Throughout history changing needs and developing technologies have 

affected the workplace and, consequently, the city. Currently, design trends 

have led to the situation deschbed as "Edge City." We are confronted with 

major upheavals in the workplace as a result of the exploding development of 

electronic technology. In major corporations and smaller businesses we find 

the productivity of the work force increasing through the use of computers. 

Because of the availability of communication technologies such as modems, fax 

machines, video telephones, etc, many firms are now using employees located 

in their homes. 

This thesis proposes that, because of this, the form of cities will continue 

to change as a larger percentage of workers no longer need to leave home in 

order to earn a living. The written thesis will analyze existing studies in order to 

document pertinent technological, sociological, and business trends in the 

contemporary world and their continued effects on the built environment. This 

research will inform the design thesis and site location for a medical 

researcher^s office and combined residence following the new order. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND 

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Thesis Statement 

The impact of current and developing technologies on the contemporary 

business community will affect the design of physical/spatial relationships within 

that culture and, consequently, within the built environment as a whole. 

Deyan Sudjic deschbes the current situation as society adopts 

technologies that continually change relationships within the built environment: 

Work in the widest sense is what shapes the city. In the 
eigtheenth century, before factories and offices became 
widespread, many people worked in their own homes, or at the 
homes of their employers. It made for very dense cities. Now the 
city is still reshaped by the changing pattern of employment, which 
more than anything else is behind the dispersion of the city and its 
ever larger geographical spread. We are still in the middle of a 
period of massive change in the pattern of working habits. 
Workplaces are simultaneously moving closer and further away 
from people's homes. Some people are commuting longer and 
longer distances, while others have the chance to live in outer 
suburbia and still be in reach of business parks."* 

As our culture shifts from an industhal age to a pehod that is being 

defined by electronic technology and information handling, previous views of the 

roles of different building types are being re-evaluated. In fact, the very nature 

''Deyan Sudjic, The 100 Mile City (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company 
1992), 123. 
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of our largest metropolitan areas is being redefined. In a 1984 symposium on 

the United States' environmental agenda Robert A. M. Stern explained, in 

reference to New York, "it is even the post-industnal city, if you like, because it 

is a city that does not rely on manufacturers but on the processing of paper and 

ideas for its life."^ 

The implications of the transition to a new technological age transcend 

municipal boundahes and begin to affect not only the relationships between 

manufacturers and their city-based management; they also affect the manner in 

which people commute to work, perform work, socialize, utilize the city, etc. 

The nature of this transition is that of a fundamental change in society's 

economic, social, and spatial infrastructure. Even relationships between nations 

are being redefined as multi-national conglomerates apply new technologies to 

enable simultaneous activity around the globe. 

Ithiel de Sola Pool provides a bhef analysis of corporate reactions to 

changes that occurred in response to Alexander Graham Bell's invention of the 

telephone in 1876: 

In the mid-nineteenth century most large industhai companies had 
a major plant in a single location, usually near water. Small plants 
and disthbutors, however, were concentrated in single-activity 
neighborhoods in the middle of each city; so if one wanted to do 
business with, say, furniture makers, one went to the furniture 
disthct. The makers, sellers, and matehal suppliers were all there 
within a few blocks; one could walk up and down to find what one 

\arry Paul Fuller, ed., The Land, The City, and The IHuman Spirit: America 
the Beautiful: An Assessment (Austin: University of Texas, 1985), 69. 
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wanted. With the coming of the telephone, ail this changed. 
Corporate offices moved away from the factory, which could be 
adequately controlled by a phone call to the hired manager; the 
president moved downtown, where he could have face-to-face 
meetings with bankers, suppliers, and customers. Traders could 
move away from the high-rent, single-product neighborhoods, 
either out to where their customers were or into offices in the new 
skyscrapers in the heart of downtown. And so downtown changed 
from a collection of specialized neighborhoods to a dense 
concentration of business offices engaged in commerce with one 
another.^ 

Pool explains that in addition to spatial relationships, the telephone enabled a 

senes of other changes to occur, including the ability to bypass corporate 

hierarchies by simply telephoning the pnncipals in charge. ^ The locations of 

employee residences reflected a new spatial order of the corporate system as 

did the services that supported these areas. In addition, the very form of the 

skyscraper was made possible by the introductíon of the telephone, as the 

inhabitants of these structures were provided with the means to communicate 

immediately from isolated locations.^ 

Símilar changes have affected cultures pnor to the industhal revolution. 

Previous societies performed work within a division of labor which has been 

descnbed as: 

^lthiel de Sola Pool, Technologies without Boundaries: On 
Telecommunications ín a Global Age (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), 68. 

^lbid., 69. 
^Pool, Technologies Without Boundaries, 16. 



The Phmary sector-aghculture, the creation of raw matehals for 

human subsistence, 

The Secondary sector--the transformation of goods by 

manufacture, 

The Tertiary sector~the provision of services 

In the current age, a fourth sector is suggested by Ithiel de Sola Pool: 

The Quaternary sector~the management of information.® 

Past aghcultural societies were organized around the phmary, secondary, and 

tertiary sectors on varying scales from within isolated thbes to the far-reaching 

empires of ancient Rome or colonial England. Shifts within these scales (as 

well as sectors) were made possible through the developments of new 

technologies. A few examples include advances in aghculture such as 

irngation, plowing, and harvest techniques; and transportation developments 

such as wagons, roads, ship building, and navigation aided transport to the 

secondary sector as well as transport to and from destinations applicable to the 

tertiary sector. These systems interconnect to form the foundation for any 

society regardless of its political organization, which vanes from thbal, feudal, 

socialist, and capitalist. 

Marshall McLuhan explains in his book, Understanding Media: The 

Extensions of Man, that "...any technology gradually creates a totally new 

human environment. Environments are not passive wrappings but active 

^lbid., 10. 



processes."^ His theory was founded on the view of technologies as extensions 

of the human physical and nervous systems to increase power and speed.^ 

This view is supported by an analysis of previous technologies and their effects 

on societies. McLuhan notes, however, that the changes effected by the new 

technologies are virtually imperceptible while they are new. Among those 

changes that are later perceived is the elevation of the previous age to an art 

form. 

When machine productíon was new, it gradually created an 
environment whose content was the old environment of agrahan 
life and the arts and crafts. This older environment was elevated 
to an art form by the new mechanical environment. 

McLuhan offers a synopses of four histohc ages as they effected the 

preceding pehods. For example, when the technology of whting was 

introduced, the previous mode of oral dialogue was elevated to an art, which 

we can see in the works of Plato. Similarly, when pnnting was introduced, the 

existing systems of the middle ages were considered to be art, as exemplified 

by the Elizabethan wohd-view. As the industhal age blossomed, Renaissance 

approaches came to be considered the height of mankind's creative output, as 

seen in the work of Jacob Burckhardt. And now, as the electronic age 

overtakes the industhal revolution, the process of mechanization is gradually 

^ Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book, Co., 1964), vi. 

^lbid., 90. 



being elevated to an art form, as is explained by Siegfhed Giedion, author of 

Mechanization Takes Command.^ 

New technology, then, changes cultural views as well as relationships 

within the built environment and the business community or power structure. 

McLuhan offers the example of the introduction of the Greek alphabet to the 

existing society. The previous system of record keeping involved cutting 

symbols on stone which could only be understood by a highly skilled phestly 

class. After the introduction of the alphabet, the necessary skills were easily 

mastered by a broader range of people, and the balance of power shifted from 

the pnests to the military class that had acquired writing abilities.''° The new 

system allowed for a vahety of changes other than the elevation of oral 

dialogue to an art form. With the balance of power shifted to the military, new 

relationships formed between the more powerful military state and those that 

lacked the necessary communícation skills to organize a proper defense. 

Eventually, the whole system of the city-state was replaced by 

far-reaching empires that had the ability to maintain communication through 

hand-written dispatch. In fact, the subsequent culture of the Roman empire has 

been deschbed as "a civilization of organization and mastery," by Daniel J. 

Boorstin.''^ Such a statement is a testimony to the abilities of the Romans to 

expand their influence and knowledge, but it also deschbes the advances made 

^McLuhan, Understanding Media, vii-viii. 
'°lbid., 85. 
^^Daniel J. Boorstin, The Creaíors (New York: Random House, 1992), 102. 
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by a civilization that incorporated the technoiogy of writing to produce 

permanent records of the conditions and knowledge of their age. 

Similar advances produced by new technologies (and combinations of 

technologies) can be perceived when considehng almost any innovation. In 

Medieval Technology and Social Change Lynn White describes the feudal 

system as an extension of the stirrup and the resulting mounted military class. 

Also, she explains that the arrival of horseshoes and horsecollars changed the 

medieval wohd.^^ Along these lines one can evaluate the effects of such vahed 

technologies as the early concrete of the Romans, the pointed arch, paved 

roads, medieval fortresses, metal weaponry, gun powder, paper, currency, the 

clock, scientific method, electhcity, petroleum products, the elevator, cast iron, 

ad infinitum. The following chapter will provide a more focused evaluation of 

three technologies that produced massive changes in the ways in which 

societies conducted business as well as changes in those cultures' spatial and 

social composition. 

^^McLuhan, Understanding Media, 179-180. 
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CHAPTER II 

CAUSE-AND-EFFECT DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES 

The changes that result from the assimilation of new technologies by a 

society create new environments within which that culture continually adapts 

and reshapes itself. Histohcally, the community of man has responded to the 

inclusion of new developments such as the phnting press, the steam engine, 

and the automobile. These technologies improved methods for the production 

of work while re-forming social, economic, and physical environments duhng 

and following the pehods of their introduction. 

This phenomenon of such change can be understood when considehng 

the development of phnting press techniques through past centuhes as a typical 

example. Ohginal methods of impressing or stamping one surface with another 

which has been incised or cut in relief and then inked have been conservatively 

dated to 175 A.D. China. The technique of gently rubbing paper which has 

been laid on an inked block of wood spread throughout the Ohent, and 

Japanese and Korean texts produced with this method still survive dating back 

to the eighth century.''^ The enabling technology of paper production from 

textiles was developed in China in the second century and remained confined 

to the region until the Arab conquest of Turkestan in 751 A.D. By the twelfth 

^^James Moran, Printing Presses: Hístory and Development from the Fífteenth 
Century to Modern Times (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1973), 17. 
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century, paper was produced in Spain and its production spread to Italy duhng 

the thirteenth century.""* 

The misperception regarding the ohgin of phnting as a mid-fifteenth 

century European invention is based on the essential dífference between 

phnting of numerous complex characters, such as those which are the basis of 

the Chinese wntten language, and typographic phnting of a twenty-four-letter 

alphabet The smaller alphabet with simpler characters calls for a more easily 

manufactured (and manipulated) press in order to reproduce the entire 

language.''^ Early expehments in Holland with the casting of letters in sand also 

predated the mid-fifteenth century, but the success of Johann Gutenberg of 

Mainz around 1440 has established that pehod as the beginning of the modern 

phnting press. Gutenberg's inventions included a method of producing metal 

characters in relief from a mold, a system of placing those letters in a frame to 

form words and sentences, and a mechanical press to create a decisive impact 

between paper and type.̂ ® The form of the initial Gutenberg phnting press did 

not change in essence for the next four hundred years.̂ ^ 

The impact of early European phnting technology helped change the 

fundamental beliefs of Western culture. In Technologies without Boundaries 

'̂̂ lthiel de Sola Pool, Technologies without Boundaries: On 
Telecommunications in a Global Age (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), 3. 

^^James Moran, Printing Presses, 17. 
'^lbid., 18. 
'^lbid.. 20. 



Ithiel de Sola Pool summahzes a number of the impacts of the assimilation of 

this new technology on society: 

Growth of Protestantism. Family Bibles became available 
to common people; phests were no longer needed as interpreters. 
Tracts, sermons, and opinions of all sorts, often controversial, 
were diffused in phnt. Manuschpt copying had been one of the 
economic mainstays of the monastehes. Phnting, on the other 
hand, was done by bourgeois craftsmen. That displacement of 
jobs from the domain of the Church to that of the guilds was a 
force for a shift in the balance of power 

Growth of censorship. In reaction to the heresies that 
flowed from the phntshops, the Church tightened censorship and 
controls. In 1501 a bull was issued by Pope Alexander VI against 
the unlicensed phnting of books. In 1559 the Index Expurgatohus 
was begun. Governments, too, reacted to the "menace" of the 
phnted word. In 1556-eíghty years after its introduction into 
England by William Caxton~the British government placed phnting 
under the charter of a Stationer's Company. Twenty-seven years 
later the Star Chamber resthcted the hght to phnt to the two 
universities and the existing 21 shops in the City of London. It 
granted the Stationer's Company power to inspect phnting offices 
and to seize and destroy offending documents and presses. 

Restriction ofdomestic industry. Those countries that 
resthcted phntlng lost publishing activity to those that left it free. 
British controls on the founding of type in 1637 made that country 
dependent on the Dutch for such devices. French controls on 
pnnting in the sixteenth century, and particularly the burning at the 
stake of Etienne Dolet in 1546, caused many phnters to flee to 
Holland. In 1640 Richelieu had to send there for phnters to open 
a French royal phnting planL 

Rise of libertarian urges. These resthctions on their activity 
made phnters rebellious. In the years before the revolutionary 
mob tore down the Bastille in 1789, over 800 authors, pnnters, 
and book dealers had been incarcerated there. 

Codifícation of law. Phnting changed the practice of law 
and the way bureaucracies functioned. Before phnting, exact 

10 



texts of statutes or legal decisions were generally to be found only 
at the central court. Local authohties had to rely on a 
remembered sense of the law, with the result that an oral or 
common law, charactehzed by local vanation and consequent 
autonomy, was the basis for judgments. After phnting was 
introduced, a precise text was available at every local court. Local 
autonomy declined, and centralized nation-states were fostered. 

Development of the concept of intellectual property. Phnt 
technology also led to new notions of intellectual property and to 
the concept of copyhght, because at the phnting press the number 
of copies produced could be controlled and counted in a way that 
was impossible with hand copying. 

Development of national cultures. Medieval scholars had 
been itinerant, wandehng from monastery to monastery in search 
of learned manuschpts. After phnting came into use, they became 
sedentary, and the wohd of learning split into national domains. 

Proliferation of disciplines. The opportunity to publish was 
an incentive to write; with an audience available, ego drew many 
to authorship. The new scholars were less likely to study a few 
great books on their own. Much of this new wnting was, of 
course, infenor to the few classics that had been winnowed out 
into our permanent hehtage. Among the new books, though, were 
such useful (but unclassic) things as handbooks, lawbooks, 
astronomical tables, textbooks, bibliographies, memoirs, essays, 
stohes, travelogues, and gossipy social commentanes. 

Growth of mysticism. Among the popular publications were 
many on the arcane. Mysticism was a counter-culture raised from 
an oral to a whtten tradition. 

Growth of science. Vahous sciences and specialties, such 
as medicine, astronomy, engineehng, and navigation, were aided 
in the same way, that is, by having their lore made available in 
phnt. 

Rise of the idea of history and progress. Histohcal 
publishing provided better records of the past. The idea of 
progress might not have ahsen if vagueness about the past 
allowed people to forget how very different things had once been. 

11 



Emergence of modern languages, Publishing of popuiar 
and secular matehals led to the codification of the vernaculars into 
the modern European languages. 

Separation ofthe sacred and secular With the appearance 
of phnted news media, sermons in church no longer were a major 
means of reporting community news. As church services became 
more purely religious, the notion of a separation of secular and 
sacred spheres became clearer. 

Growth of literacy. Phnted matter was an incentive to learn 
to read. The literate person could become a reader to his 
community without being a professional bard or a phest. 

The dísciplining ofchildren. The need to teach literacy 
transformed childhood. Many children, and eventually all of them, 
were forced to spend much of their time in a highly disciplined, 
achievement-ohented, book-based institution-the school. 
Childhood became a period of training and aspiration. Vast 
institutions were built for teaching. Secular schoolteaching 
became a major profession. 

Creation of new professions. Other reading and whting 
professions, such as journalist, editor, phnter, and libranan, 
evolved as a result of the phnt revolution. These occupations 
were held phmahly by members of the new middle class.''^ 

Eighteenth century society had developed with the technology of the 

phnting press engrained in its structure. Subsequent improvements on the 

phnting press occurred in the nineteenth century, such as the use of the 

compound lever, knee lever, cylinder press, rotary press, and the use of water, 

wind, and steam for power. More powerful, efficient, and rapid machines were 

produced.''^ The resulting culture was different in numerous aspects from 

^ l̂thiel de Sola Pool, Technologies without Boundaries, 5-7 
^^James Moran, Printing Presses, 222. 
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pre-phnting press societies to the degree that at every scale, from that of the 

unified nation to that of the child entehng school, perceptions of the wohd and 

the individual's place within it had been altered as a result of the inclusion of 

phnting technology. 

Similarly, developments of methods that harnessed the power of steam 

altered the nature of society in both the ways in which it operated and in the 

perceptions which it fostered. Ohginally, the utilization of steam to mínimize the 

drudgery of man was made practical by Captain Thomas Savery who took out a 

patent in 1698 for an 

Invention for Raising of Water and occasioning Motion to all Sorts 
of Mill Work by the Impellent Force of Fire, which will be of great 
use and Advantage for Drayning Mines, Serveing Towns with 
Water, and for the Working of all Sorts of Mills where they have 
not the Benefitt of Water nor constant Windes.^° 

Improvements on the ohginal design were made by Thomas Newcomen, who is 

credited with the first genuine steam engine (called "fire engine" until the end of 

the eighteenth century).^^ Newcomen engines were used to pump water for 

industhal wheels, mines, and public water works as well as other applications.^^ 

Further developments were made in the last quarter of the eighteenth century 

by James Watt, who greatly increased the efficiency of the steam engine's 

cylinder operations, produced a centrifugal governor that ensured uniform 

°̂R. A. Buchanan and George Watkins, The Industrial Archaeology of the 
Statíonary Steam Engine (London: Penguin Books Ltd., 1976), 7. 

=̂ l̂bid 
22 Ibid., 11. 
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motion, and pioneered "double action" engine movement, where smoother 

engine operations facilitated rotary motion. Between 1775 and 1800 Watt and 

his partner, Matthew Boulton, produced some 500 steam engines and 

introduced a defining element of the Industhal Revolution.^^ 

Stationary steam engines provided increasing amounts of power to textile 

mills which eventually adapted to the technology and influenced other 

industhes. '̂* Within the factory system, manufacturers were able to make 

increasing profits with the use of the new machines, and workers who 

previously had not been able to enjoy consistent work in factohes labored and 

received wages. From this expehence, manufacturers became aware of the 

advantages of free trade, and workers began to lobby for co-operation and 

factory legislation.^^ Emerging developments within the factory system provided 

the basis for new social theohes such as those presented by Kah Marx, who 

had foreseen not only increased productivity in response to new technologies 

but also the emergence of a new social class of workers.̂ ® 

As societies began to realize the potential of the steam engine, spatial 

relationships adjusted to accommodate the new order. Larger, more productive 

factohes were built, and those who occupied them settled in the areas that 

surrounded the facilities. New architectural elements were designed to 

'^lbid., 15-17. 
'̂'Asa Bhggs, The Power of Steam: An lllustrated History ofthe World's Steam 

Age (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 10. 
^^lbid., 11. 
^^lbid., 12. 
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accommodate the components of the machine such as the chimney, the boiler, 

and enlarged production rooms. 

Eventually, the industhal era heavily influenced the architectural debate 

concerning the approphate style in which to build. Discussions which began 

with Heinhch Hubsch in 1828 endorsed ideas such as regionalism but evolved 

to incorporate theohes that combined form with industhal techniques of 

construction (van der Null, Botticher, Wagner) and culminated with the 

achievements of Eiffel and the Chicago School of architects.^^ From these 

beginnings, the profession of architecture has since embraced technological 

elements as integral to design. Later theohsts, such as Norman Foster and 

others associated with the "High-Tech" school of thought, hold a similar belief in 

the importance of expressing technologies that are used in the built 

environment. 

In addition, applications of the steam engine in areas of transportatíon 

redefined distance relationships between home and workplace, city and country, 

regional center and its area of influence, national boundahes and their areas of 

influence, and even the relative distance between continents. The impact of the 

railroad and the steamship on economic systems, settlement patterns, and 

social relationships cannot be overestimated. As societies shifted from the 

limitations of pedesthan or equesthan travel on land and the uncertainties of a 

^^Harry Francis Mallgrave, introduction to Modern Architecture: A Guide Book 
for His Students to This Field of Art, by Otto Wagner (Santa Monica, California: 
The Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, 1988), 14-20. 
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sail-powered shipping industry, a new dependence on the steam engine 

became woven into the fabhc of cultures and the multiple systems that rely on 

the infrastructure of transportation adapted to the technology of steam-dhven 

transportation lines. 

Developments in transportation on land continued, and steam powered 

tractors, road trains, tanks, and carhages demonstrated the potential for 

self-propelled vehicles to operate independently from rail lines.̂ ^ Upon the 

development of the petroleum-powered internal combustion engine, by Samuel 

Morey of Oxford, New Hampshire, in 1826, the method of future horseless 

carhage propulsion became evident.̂ ^ By 1888 George Brayton of Providence, 

Rhode Island, had installed an internal combustion engine of his own design in 

commercially produced street cars.^° In 1899, McClure's Magazíne stated, 

between the first of January, and the first of May, 
1899, companies with the enormous aggregate 
capital of $388,000,000.00 have been organized in 
New York, Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia for the 
sole purpose of manufactuhng these new 
vehicles...^^ 

Duhng the first years of the twentieth century new automobile manufactuhng 

companies formed at the rate of 50 per year and had varying degrees of 

®̂Asa Bhggs, The Power of Steam, 82-83. 
^^Rudolph E. Anderson, The Story of the American Automobile: Highlights and 

Sidelights (Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1952), 24. 
^°lbid. 
'^lbid., 72. 
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success. Such iconographic names as Cadillac, Buick, Packard, Studebaker, 

Oldsmobile and Ford became established as manufacturers of renown.^^ 

In an effort "to get the country out of the mud," the Lincoln Highway 

Project was established duhng a meeting of automobile manufacturers on 

September 6, 1912. The intention was to construct a coast-to-coast highway 

for a corps of 25,000 automobiles by May or June 1915.̂ ^ Road improvements 

continued, and as the automobile became more economically accessible to 

society, new roads provided access to more places by automobile. Duhng the 

next fifteen years, the effects of auto-democratization were felt as 

suburbanization occurred and settlement patterns responded to the technology 

of the automobile. '̂* Also, commercial establishments began to capitalize on 

the new lines of transportation. Buildings and advertising signs and billboards 

were constructed in a fashion that would visually shout: "Slow down, pull in, 

and buy!" to passing motohsts.^^ By the late 1920s, cities were beginning to be 

designed to the scale of the automobile. In 1937, Douglas Haskell noted in 

Architectural Record, "Los Angeles is a city built on the automobile as Boston 

was built on the sailing ship."̂ ® 

^^lbid., 74. 
''lbid., 77. 
341 Pierce F. Lewis, "The Galactic Metropolis," Beyond the Urban Fringe: Land 

Use Issues of Nonmentropolitan Ameríca ed. Rutherford H. Platt and George 
Macinko (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 35. 

^^Chester H. Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile: American Roadside 
Architecture (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1985), 5. 

'^lbid., 15. 
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Perceptions of the restructured landscape vary from positive to negative 

extremes. Authors, such as Rudolph E. Anderson, celebrate the freedom of 

workers to locate themselves in housing areas of their own choice. Rural 

families with automobiles could enjoy the advantages of the city. Newspapers, 

prompt delivehes from town stores, frequent mail, medical assistance, social 

intercourse, education, and increased income were made accessible to 

non-urban inhabitants by the technology of the automobile.^^ 

Other chtics of the automobile era whte wíth a dífferent tone. In an 

Architectural Forum article entitled: "Roadtown: The Great Amehcan 

Excursion," the following deschption was gíven of a dhve out of town in 1956: 

Streaming out from the central city, through fhngetown and all 
across the country, a gaudy honky-tonk slowly filled up the great 
Amehcan road. At first it was limited to wayside gas stations and 
restaurants needed by the traveler. But then came his lodging 
shops and entertainment to recapture him. Market St, Front St., 
Times Square and Coney Island all exploded into the country and 
took roots on a broader scale than ever possible in the city. The 
new motohzed fairyland offered something for everyone: frozen 
custards, pizza pies and foot-long hot dogs; golf, baseball, 
shooting ranges; wild animals, snake pits, frontier villages; Kozy 
Kabins and lush Hollywood Motels; dhve-in movies; dhve-in 
banks, dhve-in churches; steak palaces, gin mills, burly shows. 
Bigger merchants, too, saw the mood of the new moving market 
and came out to flag it down. The scale of disorder grew with 
supermarts, used-car lots, seat-cover showrooms, outdoor 
furniture stores, do-it-yourself centers, discount houses, pipe-rack 
clothing chains.̂ ® 

^^Rudolph E. Anderson, The Story ofthe American Automobile, 76. 
^^Chester H. Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile, 28-29. 
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These critiques of the auto environment deschbe the beginning of the 

reshaping of the landscape that has occurred since the adaptation of 

automobile technology in counthes across the globe. Environments that are 

dependent on an infrastructure of auto-ohented roads have continued, and have 

produced a landscape which is deschbed by Peter G. Rowe as "placeless." In 

Making a Middle Landscape, Rowe deschbes the "endless commercial sthps" 

that are producing a new environment wherein a building's purpose cannot be 

determined. There are "wastelands" of parking lots and roadways, and there 

are lowered social expectations concerning the "public" built environment.̂ ® 

The following chapter will examine the effects of transportation technology on 

the Amehcan society which is demonstrative of other cultures that have become 

fully dependent on automobile transportation. 

39peter G. Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: 
The MIT Press, 1991), 56-57. 
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CHAPTER III 

TECHNOLOGY AND AMERICAN SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 

Since the arhval of the Spaniards in the 16th century, settlement patterns 

in North Amehca have been dictated to a large degree by the limits of 

technology. As cities developed around harbors and the confines of pedestrian 

travel, advances in transit and communication conthbuted to the reorganization 

of both urban and rural Amehca. The city and the neighbohng rural areas 

changed when travel to emerging bordehand communities was enabled by the 

omnibus and the horsecar. Likewise, when the railroad provided the means to 

carry people, goods, and crops further and less expensively, both urban and 

rural settlement were altered. The automobile expanded the reach of 

individuals to a distance of hundreds of miles within a single day's journey. The 

landscape of the continent changed to accommodate this vehicle. As airplane 

travel becomes increasingly affordable, the very notion of a permanent 

residence appears to have changed to acknowledge the shifting pnohties of an 

increasingiy mobile culture. 

Similarly, since the establishment of same-rate postal services outside 

the city, advances in communication technologies have aided in the 

reorganization of North Amehca. Telegraph and telephone technologies 

expedited the efficient utilization of improved methods of travel, from the steam 

ship to AAA car service. Likewise, computer dhven aihine ticketing services 

provide fully automated access to schedules and plane tickets. On a larger 
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scaie, metropolitan regions that have installed the electronic infrastructure 

necessary to accommodate recent advances in telecommunication technologies 

have a distinct advantage in attracting new businesses that increase area jobs, 

income, and population. 

Traditionally, the shipping-based economies of urban communities along 

the United States' eastern seaboard received necessary meat, poultry, and 

produce from contiguous areas. Retail activities in the cities were organized 

around the scale of the pedesthan to produce a checkerboard of specialized 

neighborhoods.'*° Vahation from this pattern first occurred in 1853 when 

Llewellyn S. Haskell and Alexander Davis created a phvate oasis from New 

York City at Eagle Rock in New Jersey, the first Amehcan villa park.'*̂  

Subsequent developments outside of the city benefited from an appreciation of 

the picturesque as well as the virtues of rural habitation that had been 

embedded in the culture that produced such authors as Thoreau, Willis, Bryant, 

Susan Cooper, and Andrew Jackson Downing, as well as burgeoning 

pehodicals and journals entitled Horticulturist, Hearth and Home, and Rurai 

Gazette.^^ John R. Stilgoe, author of Sorder/ancf.- Origins of the American 

"̂ l̂thiel de Sola Pool, Technologies Without Boundaries: On 
Telecommunications in a Global Age (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), 220. 

"̂ Ĵohn R. Stilgoe, Borderland: Origins of the Amehcan Suburb 1820-1939 
(New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1988), 52. 

''^Stilgoe, Borderland, 24-25. 
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Suburb 1820-1939, states that, "by the 1840s, an intelligent appreciation of 

wilderness scenery marked a genuinely educated man or woman."^^ 

Among the limitations of eahy villa parks was the necessity of affordable 

transportation. This problem was being addressed as early as 1829 in 

Philadelphia, where omnibuses began to establish that city's first form of 

mass-transportation. By 1858, Philadelphia had upgraded to a horsecar system 

which provided affordable access to the neighbohng countryside. In fact, 

Sidney Fisher, an eahy observer of the horsecar, wrote, 

A beneficial effect of (the horsecar) will be to enable everyone to 
have a suburban villa or country home, to spread the city over a 
vast space, with all the advantages of compactness and the 
advantages, moreover, of pure air, gardens and rural pleasures... 
Before long, town life, life in close streets and alleys, will be 
confined to a few occupations, and cities will be mere collections 
of shops, warehouses, factohes, and places of business... One 
consequence of this is the immense improvement of the country 
and the hse in the value of (country) property'"* 

Following the improvements of the horsecar came the development and 

implementation of railroad technology. Traditional monocenthc cities began to 

radiate outwards and establish new relationships between the urban realm and 

the surrounding countryside. Between 1863 and 1920 sixty cities 

decentralized.'*^ The book entitled Chicago and Its Suburbs, published in 1874, 

deschbed the railroad-era city as stretching to provinces of Bhtish North 

^^lbid., 97. 
'̂̂ lbid., 129-132 

451 'Peter G. Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: 
The MITPress, 1991), 4. 
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Amenca and as a continuing metropolis connected by arms of railroad.'̂ ® 

There, in the aftermath of the 1871 Chicago fire, new settlement trends became 

manifest as industhes chose to remain in their post-fire accommodations which 

benefited from cheap land, rail access, room for expansion, and freedom from 

the new fire ordinance for those who were too poor to build structures that 

could meet the new codes."*̂  Also, speculators began to erect houses that 

were identical on narrow lots that fronted onto rectangular streets.'*^ This 

development pattern strongly contrasted with the picturesque communities of 

villas and cottages that had been constructed in the eahier age of designers 

such as Andrew Jackson Downing and Andrew Jackson Davis.'*^ 

As the railroad provided the means to commute to and from the city and 

suburbs, residential life became accessible to increasing numbers of people. 

The relationships between regíons changed as welL Regional hubs were 

established, and they exercised influence both within their areas and farther 

afield through competition with other regions. In this system, a central city 

would provide the phmary economic influence over scores of crossroad hamlets 

that were linked by "streetcars" or rail lines.^° Within these communities, the 

rail station provided the village gateway or front door where people and goods 

'*®Stilgoe, Borderland, 145. 
^^lbid., 142. 
^'lbid., 153. 
''lbid., 102. 
^°Chester H. Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile: American Roadside 

Architecture (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1985), 9. 
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were transported from the city to the outlying suburban hamlets and vice versa. 

In this era, the great Amencan express companies, such as Wells Fargo, 

Adams, and Railway Express, were formed and prospered.^^ 

Development between central cities and outlying villages responded to 

the rail lines. "Taxpayer sthps," or service stores that maintained properties for 

future development, provided commercial corhdors that led from the city to 

bedroom communities." Retail establishments metamorphosed to produce new 

types, notably the drugstore, vahety store, and general store. Banks began to 

appear in more permanent structures, and later, saloons became commonplace 

in small towns.^^ Residential communities, in turn, responded to these 

developments, and the notion of "planned residential communities" came of 

age. 

Designers such as Fredehck Law Olmsted Jr. and developers such as 

the Van Swehngen brothers created exceedingly successful communities within 

cities' areas of influence. The plans accommodated the transportation 

connections and supporting retail in a fashion that was highly resthctive and 

deliberately picturesque. '̂* The approach produced homogenous communities 

and established vast tracts of land as essential pieces of the metropolitan 

realm. 

^^Stilgoe, Borderland, 207-208. 
^^iebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile, 14. 
^^Stilgoe, Borderland, 216. 
"̂̂ Stilgoe, Borderland, 228-232. 
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With these developments trends established, the arhval of the 

automobile ushered in a new era of urban decentralization. Since the 

1,000,000th "Model T" rolled off the assembly line in 1915, no large new 

Amehcan cities grew with a traditional nucleated morphology. The lack of 

dependence on train or ferry schedules coupled with the extended reach 

enabled by the automobile produced an unprecedented boom in 

suburbanization between 1915 and 1930.̂ ^ By 1950, three out of four families 

owned an automobile, and in that post-war era the population of the United 

States shifted to residences located phmahly in suburban areas.̂ ® 

This transitíon from monocenthc organization to decentralized urban 

realm is readily apparent in the histohc settlement patterns of Boston. As the 

city developed combinations of pedesthan and streetcar movement and 

commuter rails, its ohginal harbor ohentation was reorganized. With the 

addition of recreational and special use autos, the organization continued to 

shift and eventually supplanted mass transit systems with freeways.^^ 

The development of Framingham outside of Boston typifíes the city's 

metropolitan expansion. Corhdors defined by fixed rail and trolley systems 

provided areas for development. Later, roads linked the city to the developed 

areas. With the 1956 approval of the Interstate Highway System, auto access 

^^Pierce F. Lewis, "The Galactic Metropolis," Beyond the Urban Frínge: Land 
Use Issues of Nonmetropolitan America ed. Rutherford H. Platt and George 
Macinko (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 35-36. 

^®Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape, 5. 
^^Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape, 30. 
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improved and suburban areas grew more quickly. Eventuaily, loop and radiai, 

limited access, high-capacity roadway designs were supehmposed on 

Framingham and provided looser development patterns. New business types 

responded to the emerging transportation pattern, and establishments such as 

Shopper's Wohd (an early pedesthan mall), McDonalds, and corporate office 

centers became prevalent. Finally, the area grew to such a large degree that it 

received special planning consideration itself and now functions almost 

independently of Boston.̂ ® Specialized communities have developed within the 

metropolitan region, such as the electronics manufactuhng area around Route 

128. These office and manufactuhng communities have been consciously 

developed to benefit from the vahous amenities available within the new 

regional setting.̂ ® 

Across the country cities have similahy responded to decentralization, to 

the incorporation of the automobile and the interstate highway system, to the 

formation of new business types (such as malls, hotel and fast food franchises, 

and office parks). These changes have accelerated the rate of conversion of 

rural land to urban uses, produced a shift in scale from the pedesthan to the 

automobile, and (as in Boston's inner harbor area) have transformed traditional 

''lbid., 8-18. 
^^Pool, Technologies Without Boundahes, 233. 
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central cities to service sectors.®° In his book, Main Street to Miracle Mile: 

American Roadside Architecture, Chester H. Liebs deschbes, 

a long-spurned reality nurtured by the motorcar and the highway 
and the consumer society that followed the industhal revolution-
the new genre of commercial establishments that have clung to 
the pehmeters of our cities, sapped their centers, and have 
bisected our suburbs in long corhdors of structures, signs, and 
symbols forming a cultural landscape that is quintessentially 
Amehcan.®^ 

This landscape, while representative of the Amehcan society, has received 

chticism throughout its formation. 

Since H. G. Wells forecast the extended influence of metropolitan 

regions to a 100 mile radius in 1902, the effects of this prophecy have been 

alternately encouraged and discouraged by many within the planning 

community.®^ Chtics, such as Nathaniel Willis, noted the homogeneity of too 

many prosperous estates or "country seats" from the vantage point of the 

railroad car." In the era of the automobile, Jane Jacobs lamented the lost 

vitality of the cities that had been sapped by effects of urban decay. She 

deched the loss of diversity, the reduction of social interaction, the creation of 

border vacuums, and the general effects of planning policies based on the 

theohes of the "decenthsts." Ebenezer Howard and Le Corbusier.®'' 

®°Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow: An Intellectual History of Urban Planning and 
Design in the Twentieth Century (New York: Basil Blackwell Inc, 1988), 348. 

^^Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile, vii. 
^^Pool, Technologies Without Boundaries, 221. 
^^Stilgoe, Borderland, 68. 
'̂̂ Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: 

Random House Inc, 1961), 14-19. 
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Planning theohes shifted from locational analysis to systems theory, then 

to urban transportation planning, before culminating in the 1980s emergence of 

the city of enterphse. Chtics, such as Joel Garreau and James Howard 

Kunstler, commented on the changing nature of the Amehcan landscape. 

Currently, a new set of theohsts, including Peter Calthorpe, Andres Duany, and 

Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, are formulating planning methods that are sensitive to 

the shortcomings of the sort of unregulated development that produced 

sprawling metropolises such as Houston and Los Angeles.®^ 

In the current age of information technology, perceptions of cities and 

their roles are undergoing vast changes. Deyan Sudjic, author of The 100 Mile 

City, deschbes the contemporary city as a 'Torce field around a hi-tension 

power line." 

The city's force field is not a línear one, however. Rather, it 
stretches for a hundred miles in each direction, over towns and 
villages and across vast tracts of what appears to be open 
country, far from any existing settlement that could conventionally 
be called a city. Without any warning, a flash of energy 
short-circuits the field, and precipitates a shopping center so big 
that it needs three or five million people within reach to make it 
pay. Just as the dust has settled, there is another discharge of 
energy, and an office park erupts out of nothing... . 

Sudjic explains that the driving energy is the force of mobility.^^ He also 

deschbes the developing relationship between wohd centers of trade and 

^^Deyjan Sudjic, The 100 Mile City (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 
1993), 28. 

^^Sudjic, The 100 Mile City, 305. 
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entertainment, and expresses concern over the widening gap between 

metropolises that are successful and those that are not.̂ ^ 

Cities which are competitive in the current economic situation are 

building telecommunications infrastructure necessary to maintain global 

communications. Advanced services, such as videotext, are being included as 

incentives for new investment as well as preparation for increased use of 

electronic technologies.̂ ® Within this system workers have increased mobility 

and the choice to work from an "electronic cottage" or isolated home/office 

linked by fax machine and modem to the outside wohd.®^ The notion of 

complete isolation for most, however, is unlikely as workers will still retain the 

desire for retail outlets, service or industry employment, as well as cultural, 

educational, and medical facilities, and the basic human need for physical 

association with other people and objects.^° As emerging technologies of the 

electronic age begin to show signs of producing new relationships between 

metropolitan regions around the globe, the effects of distance are becoming 

less of an economic burden to corporations and individual workers alike.̂ ^ New 

faster and cheaper methods of commuting to and from the workplace and the 

''lbid., 308. 
^^Jurgen Schmandt, Fredehck Williams, Robert H. Wilson, and Sharon Strover 

ed. The Urban Infrastructure: Cíties and Telecommunications (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1990), 302-304. 

^^Sudjick, The 100 Mile City, 122. 
^°Pool, Technologies Without Boundaries, 223-224. 
^^lbid., 13. 
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international conference room are allowing employees the freedom to choose 

their locations within their regional settings. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EFFECTS OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS ON 

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Technological innovations affect the built environment at a vahety of 

levels, and even among such diffehng contexts as the cultural adaptation of 

technology, redefinition of power structures and borders, or the specifics of 

building matehal technology, the effects of technological advancements are 

reflected in the designs of their contemporary structures. In order to address 

the scope of the relationship between technological developments and their 

consequences, this chapter will evaluate transitions that respond to current 

technological trends from a macro-viewpoint that considers the effects of 

innovations on a society as well as from a micro-viewpoint that considers the 

effects of innovations on building types and the building industry. 

Population statistics reveal a wealth of information regarding the effects 

of trends on a society. For example, the United States was initially considered 

a true urban population around 1920 when census figures placed the 

percentage of urban residents at 51%.^^ Between 1917 and 1930 the 

percentage of domestic electhfication went from 24.3% to 85%. By 1960, the 

U.S. became phmahly populated in suburban regions, and by 1980 the 

^^Peter G. Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: 
MIT Press, 1991), 3. 
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percentage of suburban residents reached 65%.^^ These statistics show 

changes that affect an entire society. It is on this scale that one can evaluate 

general trends initiated by the electronic revolution. 

Forecasts pertaining to societal trends that respond to developing 

technologies range from the speculative to the scientifically dehved. The 

current issue of Taipan, an investment pehodical, recommends investments in 

the "new endaves of wealth and power" that are in the process of forming in 

the post-industhal era.̂ "* Also suggested are investments in the "being-there 

wall" (multi-media telecommunications equípment), virtual reality research 

organizations, and other corporations that benefit from the following analysis: 

Six million Amehcans now work from home. More and more are 
establishing home offices. And they now have a lot more choice 
about where to call home.^^ 

Each suggestion represents the prudent reaction of the business community to 

information regarding the assimilation of electronic technology by society. 

These investments are all based on the enabling ability of telecommunícations 

to redefine the physical relationships between sources and destinations. 

While the forecasts in Taipan are not sthctly scientific, they do follow the 

reasoning of Marshall McLuhan. McLuhan states that, "all technologies are 

^^Rowe, Making a Middle Landscape, 5. 
^''Bill Bonner, "1994-2004: 13 Trends and Events That Will Rock the Wohd,' 

Taipan , Summer 1994, 9. 
' ' lbid., 12-14. 
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extensions of our physical and nervous systems to increase power and 

speed."^^ This view of technologies supports the theory that the new electronic 

infrastructure will provide the same radicai degree of systems reorganization 

that other extensions of man's power and speed (such as the automobile and 

its supporting infrastructure) have produced in the past. 

Communications scholar, Ithiel de Sola Pool, deschbes five basic 

changes that are being produced by electronic technologies: 

1. Distance is ceasing to be a barher to communícation. As a 
result, the spatial organization of human activity will 
profoundly change. 

2. Speech, text, and pictures are being represented and sent by the 
same kind of electhcal impulses, a common digital stream. 
Separation of these modes is diminishing. 

3. In this "information society," a greatly expanded proportion of all 
work as well as leisure is being spent in communication. 
Information handling is a growing portion of all of human activity. 

4. Computing and communication are becoming one, which is to say 
that communicating and reasoning are being reunited. With 
messages converted into electronic bits, they may be not only 
electronically transmitted but also manipulated by logical devices 
and transformed. 

5. The mass media revolution is being reversed; instead of identical 
messages being disseminated to millions of people, electronic 
technology permits the adaptation of electronic messages to the 
specialized or unique needs of individuals.^^ 

When compahng the current information age to the industhal revolution, Pool 

notes that the first industhal revolution emphasized mechanization and centrally 

^^Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (NewYork: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), 90. 

^ l̂thiel de Sola Pool, Technologies Without Boundaríes: On 
Telecommunications in a Global Age (Cambhdge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), 8. 
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producing identical products (and information) and sending them out to miiiions 

(through the Associated Press, magazines, radio, etc). The current, or second 

industhal, revolution's emphasis has been on chemistry, electronics, and 

diversification.^® 

Similar conclusions have been drawn by John Naisbitt, author of 

Megatrends. Using a method of research that was developed by the military in 

WWII, Naisbitt applied "content analysis" to news reports to dehve statistical 

information on the concerns of society as represented in the news media.̂ ® 

While his findings have been directed towards business applications of this 

information, they are consistent with the views of scholars in other fields. 

Naisbitt forecasts the following transitions in contemporary culture: 

1. Transition from an industhal society to an information 
society, 

2. Evolution of "high touch" or natural contact needs in an 
increasingly technological society, 

3. Shift from national economies to a wohd economy, 
4. Refocus of short term business approaches to long-term 

business investments and strategies, 
5. Increasing move from centralization to decentralization, 
6. Change from solicitation of institutional help to application of 

self- help, 
7. Transition from representative democracy to participatory 

democracy, 
8. Reordehng of hierarchical systems to networking connections, 
9. Relocation from northern cities to southern (and western) 

cities, 
10. Shift from limited choices to multiple options.^° 

^^Pool, Technologies Without Boundaries, 12. 
^®John Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten NewDirections Transforming OurLives (New 

York: Warner Books, Inc, 1982), 3-5. 
^°Naisbitt, Megatrends, 3-5. 
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Naisbitt foresees a future of global conglomerates that produce manufactured 

goods from areas that are currently considered to be in developing or 

third-wohd nations.^^ He anticipates a resurgence in regionalism, where 

cultures preserve their unique qualities even as they adapt to their new giobai 

condition.®^ 

The preceding forecasts seek to deschbe large-scale societal changes 

that respond to developing technologies. These changes, however, can be 

perceived on decreasing scales as well. Within the more limited context of the 

building industry, comparatively recent developments in matehais and 

approaches to construction all have roots in technologicai innovation. For 

example, a specific analysis of technological developments in construction in 

the city of Chicago between the dates of 1831 and 1900 reveal the innovations 

that provided the prototype for modern construction. Among the technologies 

incorporated duhng this pehod are: 

1. Balloon construction, 
2. Bhck construction, 
3. Use of Lemont Limestone, or "Athenian Marbie," 
4. Cast-iron fronts, 
5. Masonry-enciosed iron columns, 
6. Clay-tile fireproofing, 
7. Party walls, 
8. Elevators, 
9. Steei columns, 

10. Wind bracing, 
11. Reinforced concrete, 
12. Isolated footings. 

'^lbid., 61. 
^= l̂bid., 76. 
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13. Shallow footings, 
14. Wood piles, 
15. Caissons." 

More recent examples of símilar relationships between new technologicai 

advances and the building industry include changes in the typology of the 

workpiace. Here, in particular, can be seen the impact of electronic 

technologies on the physical demands of a buiiding type. in fact, Chahes 

Handy, in The Age of Unreason, claims that with the assistance of 

telecommunications technology less than half of the workforce wili be employed 

full time by the beginning of the 21 st century. Handy deschbes the new 

corporate structure as a thpartite "shamrock organization," where a small 

executive core with a few full-time workers enlist the aid of contractors and 

part-time help.®^ Other authors have envisioned "diamond organizations" with 

independent professional "knowledge" workers occupying the majohty of 

positions.®^ Both forecasts envision significant numbers of workers 

teiecommuting and, therefore, occupying less office space. 

Other changes in the workplace are occurhng within workspace itself. In 

his article, "Offices in Flux," Edward Gunts explains the following spatial 

definitions : 

^^Frank A. Randall, History of the Development of Building Construction in 
Chicago (New York: Arno Press, 1972), 6-19. 

^Viva Freiman, "Hype vs. Reality: The Changing Workpiace," Progressive 
Architecture, March 1994, 50. 

^^lbid. 
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Tradítional office: Designed for a single occupant, it ís usually 

configured as an enclosed office with four walls and a door, or as 

an open-plan workstation. 

Shared offíce: A single workstation or endosed space, it is 

occupied at different times by two or more company employees 

who perform the same type of work. 

Group address: Workstations are configured to support a greater 

number of workers, typicaiiy ratios of three-to-one or five-to-one. 

Hardware, teiephone, and commoniy used office supplies remain 

with the stations. Personal files are located nearby or are mobiie 

and can be wheeled into the station. An alternative concept is the 

group room which dusters four to six workstations in one iarge 

room, often inciuding a meeting area. 

Free address: Similar to the group address in configuration, the 

free address serves users who are less dependent on files. They 

spend considerabie time out of the office so that more people con 

work within one area. 

Deskless address: Virtually no space is assigned to the worker at 

the base office. Instead, company employees work in a vahety of 

locations, staying in contact with the main office through 

communications technology. 
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Hotellng: A worker makes a reservation at a company's 

headquarters for the use of an office for a particular amount of 

tíme, typically a full day. Arrangements are made through a 

concierge-style administrator. 

Telebuslness center: This work setting can be reserved much like 

a hotel room. These "instant offices" house workers from more 

than one company at the same time, usuaily on a one- or two-day 

basis.®^ 

With other anaiysts of the contemporary workplace, Gunts believes changes will 

be based on such issues as changes in work patterns resulting from 

telecommunication, an emphasis on skiiled and self-directed workers, evolving 

management structures, and downsizing corporations which prefer outside 

contractors to fuil-time personnel.®^ 

Another technoiogy-dhven trend in contemporary workplaces concerns 

energy-conservation and "green" building strategies, as well as worker-fhendiy 

environments that increase productivity through individual amenities and group 

work environments. Offices that provide maximum energy efficiency and are 

otherwise sustainable will serve workers who can set their own temperature, 

have access to their own window, and perform group office duties in an 

^^Edward Gunts, "Offices in Flux," Architecture, October 1993, 42-43 
^^lbid., 42. 
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informal living-room-type setting.̂ ® These developments toward more 

environmentally fhendly and more worker fhendly offices will naturaliy have a 

high initial cost. However, energy savings, increased productivity, and reduced 

numbers of workers operating in the office are expected to offset costs.®® 

A different aspect of the built environment also reveals the impact of 

developing technologies. New matehals, structural systems, mechanicai 

systems, etc, benefit from technological advances that have only been realized 

in recent history (see Tables 4.1-4.3 and Figure 4.1). These developments, 

coupied with changes in the cultural and architectural adaptation to 

technologies, redefine the nature of the contemporary built environment. 

^^James S. Russell, "The New Workplace," Architectural Record, June 1992, 
73 - 74. 

^^Kahn Tetlow, "Virtually Brave New Wohd," Architectural Record, September 
1994, 88-89. 
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Table4.1 

Major H.V.A.C. Innovations Accepted in the Past 25 Years 

Developmcnt Ycar Acccpled 
(averagc of 
csiimatcs) 

1969-1970 

1972-1973 

1973-1974 

1974-1975 

1969-1970 

1974-1975 

1983-1984 

1980-1981 
1976-1977 
1980-1981 
1970-1971 
1977 

1983-1984 

1982-1983 

1985-1986 

1990 

Ycar Acccptcd 
(Range of 
cslimates) 

1965-1980 

1970-1975 

1970-1977 

1965-1980 

1965-1972 

1968-1979 

1978-1987 

1966-1988 
1971-1982 
1976-1986 
1955-1981 
1965-1982 

1980-1986 

1980-1986 

1984-1988 

1990 

2. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Screw comprcssors (rcplacing somc ccnlrifugal 
and rccíprocating comprcssors) 

Variable air volume sysiems 
(rcplaced constanl-volume sysiems) 

Encrgy moniioring and control systems (central) 
(new devclopmcnl) 

Electronic controls 
(replaccd somc pncumatic controls) 

Computcr-aided des gn (loads) 
(rcplaced hand calculations) 

Encrgy use simulation 
(replaced degrce-day calculations) 

Variablc-frcqucDcy speed controls (rcplaccd some 
oihcr meihods of controlling fluid flows) 

Thermal storage systcms (new dcvelopmcnl) 
Solar encrgy systems (new dcvclopmcnt) 
Total/sclcclive cncrgy systems (new devclopment) 
Heal pumps (residential) (new dcvclopmcnl) 
Two-siage absorption air-conditioning units 

(rcplaced single-stage units) 
High-efficicncy fumaccs 

(residential; replaced low cfTiciency uniis) 
HJgh-efficiency air condiiioning unils 

(rcsidential; rcplaced low-efficicncy units) 
ScroU compressors 

(rcplaccd some rcciprocaiing compressors) 
Allemate chlorofluorocarbon rcfrigerants 

(replacing some othcr refrigcranis) 

Note: Ideniificd at thc March 27, 1991 mcciing of Ihe Fedcral Constnjciion Council Consuliing 
Commiuee on Mcchanical Engineering; ihe committee used a simplificd "Dclphi" proccdure. 
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Table 4.2 

Sample of Innovations in Permanent Residential Structures, 
1945 to 1990 

Functíonal Area 

Structural cxterior wall framing 
Enclosurc and insulation 
Opcnings 
Intcrior wall fraraing 
Foundation 
Floor framing 
Roof framing 
Roof covcring 
Plumbing 
Elcctrical wiring 
Hcating/vcntilation/air conditioning 
Intcrior fmish 

TOTAL 

No. of 
InnoTatioQS 

7 
8 

13 
7 

12 
10 
7 
7 

12 
4 

12 
18 

117 

Source: Slaughter (1991). 
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Table 4.3 

Facilities-Related Electhcal Engineehng Developments 
Accepted in the Past 25 Years 

Dcvelopment Ycar Acceplcd Year Acccplcd 
(averagc of (range of 
cstimatcs) est males) 

3. 

4. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10-

11. 

12. 

13. 

Solid-state circuit breakers 
(replacing other circuil brcakers and fuscs) 

Static uninterrupted power supplics 
(replacing cnginc-generator sets) 

Variable-frequcncy drives (rcplacing olhcr 
meihods of specd control) 

Programmable lighting conirols 
(ncw tcchnology) 

Solid-state lighting ballasl 
(rcplacing induclive ballasl) 

Energy-moniloring and control 
systems (new technology) 

Fiber optics (replacing copper conduciors) 
Multiplex firc alarm systcms 

(replacing separately wircd sysicms) 
New alumjnum alloys for conduciors 

(replacing older alloys) 
High-lcchnology lelcphone and data transmission 

systcms (rcplacing oldcr systems) 
Amorphous-mcLal transformcr cores 

(replacing laminatcd cores) 
Solid-siate lighting dimmcrs 

(replacing rheostats) 
True root-mcan-squarc meters 

(rcplacing sinc-wave-only meiers) 

1981 

1979-1980 

1980-1981 

1984-1985 

1985 

1984-1985 

1983-1984 
1983-1984 

1982 

1985-1986 

1989 

1983-1984 

1987-1988 

1975-1986 

1970-1988 

1970-1988 

1980-1987 

1980-1987 

1978-1989 

1980-1986 
1980-1986 

1975-1988 

1982-1989 

l^SS-l^^O* 

1972-1987 

I985-I989 

"One participant fclt Ihat this tcchnology has not yct bccn acccptcd; he did noi projccl a ycar of 
acceptance. 

Notc: Idcntified al ihe April 3 , 1991 meeting of the Fedcral Construclion Council Consulting 
Committee on Electrical Engincering; the committee uscd a simplified "Delphi" procedure. 
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TensÍIc fabric structurcs 
Slîding Tcflon bcarings 
Scismic base isolation 
Slurry-wall conslruciion 
Up-down construclion 
FûII protect on on buildtng conslruction 
Composite steel-concrctc floor construction 
Metal floor and roof declcs 
Electrified floor construction 
Single-wythc brick masonry cladding (Sarabond) 
Lateral framing systems for high-risc bu ldings 
Precasl concrete conslruction 
Tilt-up construction 
Pumped concrcte 
High- and supcriiigh-strcngthconcretc 
Concrcle admixturcs 
Concretc floor/deck hardencrs 
Epoxy-coated concrcte reinforcing bars 
Cathodic protcclion of rcbars 
Prcslrcsscd concrcte 
Lifl-slab building construction 
Staggered truss systcm 
Pre-cngineercd structural systems 
Tuned-mass damper for high-risc buildings (drifl) 
Active drift control systcms for high-risc buildings 
Blast-rcsistant (window) construction 
Anti-tcrrorist design and construction 
Single-ply membrane roofmg 
Curtain wall construction 
Critical paih mclhod of schcduling 
Ullimaie strcngth dcsign of concrctc 
Plastic design in stcel 
Limit state design in timber 
Sprayed-on fire proofing 
Wcathering stcel 
Fire rctardant ply-wood 
Wclded-frame system scafTolding 
Motorized sclf-climbing scaffolding 
Flying formwork 
Gang-forms 
Computcr-aided des gn 
Computcr-aidcd drafling 

Figure 4.1. Innovations in Commercial Structures. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 

ON A BUILDING TYPE: ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM 

FOR A HOME/OFFICE FACILiTY 

User Deschption 

The potential users of a home/office facility such as that which is 

proposed here include more than residents and employees, on occasion 

business and family fhends and relatives are likely to use the facility as well. 

Also, developing telecommunications technologies have the ability to create 

"virtual" boardrooms and/or living rooms, where those who are in contact can 

connect with the environment of one another both visually and audibly. A 

secondary set of users is therefore present in home/office facility of the future. 

It is likely that those persons who do physically visit the facility will be prepared 

to stay for longer pehods of time, as their ability to maintain communication with 

their businesses and families will not be severely impaired by their absence. 

The phmary users of the facility are those who occupy the structure on a 

daily basis. In this instance Dr. R. K. Ausman and his wife will hold permanent 

residence within the home/office, while three employees will commute to work 

(presumably from nearby residential communities such as Ransom Canyon and 

Buffalo Sphngs). Programmatically, the facility will be designed to provide for 

the different requirements of each user, and access to different parts of the 

structure will be resthcted to ínsure the phvacy of the residents. 
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Residents 

Dr. Robert K. Ausman, M.D., Ph.D., and his wife will maintain permanent 

residence in the home as well as serve in the office as President and Vice 

President, respectively. Dr. Ausman's business interests are vahed within the 

fields of medical research, publication, education, and practice. In the office he 

will perform duties relating to the following: 

1. Medical research for the Baxter Corporation, 

2. Presidential responsíbilities pertaining to the publication of The 

Citation: A Medicolegal Digest, 

3. Research and analysis to provide expert legal testimony, 

4. Occasional consultation as a practicing physician, 

5. The formulation and production of educational publications and 

other matehals (Dr. Ausman has published over 150 articles, 11 

books, and 4 book chapters. He also has participated in the 

production of a motion picture and holds 3 patents.), 

6. Appointments on academic and hospítal boards. 

Employees 

Three employees will play active roles in the office environment. Their 

duties will include the following: 

1. Personal Secretary - provides research assistance as well as 

performs secretahal and office management duties, 

2. Nurse/Analyst - provides research assistance and analysis, 
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3. Editor-performs editing duties for The Citation: A Medícolegal 

Digest. 

Guests 

Guests of the facility will include: 

1. Relatives, 

2. Family fhends, and 

3. Business associates. 

All guests and employees will have access to recreational facilities within the 

home/office structure. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SITE ANALYSIS 

Location Analvsis 

Texas' Llano Estacado caprock escarpment is located at the lower end of 

the United States' Great Plains which divides the North Amehcan continent. 

This northwestern portion of Texas includes Yellow House Canyon. Here, the 

site is located seventeen miles from the downtown of the city of Lubbock and 

four miles from the center of the smaller city of Slaton. This rural canyon has a 

landscape that is undeveloped and expressive of the region. Typically flat, 

grass-covered, and treeless, the Llano Estacado plains are terminated by 

caprock escarpments that define the Lower Plains to the east. A section of the 

Brazos River that has cut the geological strata of the plains to form the 

escarpments is called the North Fork of the Double Mountain Fork of the 

Brazos River. Between this eastern edge of the Llano Estacado and the 

northern and eastern portions of the city of Lubbock lies Yellow House Canyon. 

Ohginally settled for farming and ranching activities that charactehze the 

southwest, this portion of the Southern (Great) Plains has been served by the 

city of Lubbock as its county seat since the turn of the century. Crops have 

included grain and sorghum and later shifted to the production of cotton. In 

1909 the rail connection to the city of Lubbock was completed. With the 

addition of mechanical advances in aghcultural production that arhved in the 

1920S as well as conthbutions from the oil industry after Wohd War II, the 
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area's economy has steadily grown. In 1923, Texas Technological College was 

established. It has since grown to a university that has a total student 

population of over 25,000.^° The current population of the city of Lubbock is 

188,789. The city serves as the educational, cultural, medical, and commercial 

center for eastern New Mexico and the Southern Plains of Texas.®^ 

The city of Slaton was founded in 1910 to serve as the location for a 

division terminal for the Santa Fe Railroad. It has retained its aghcultural and 

transportation ohgins and now serves as a rail center and aghcultural trade 

center. The current population of Slaton is 5,701.®^ 

Residential communities near Yellow House Canyon include the 

communities of Ransom Canyon and Buffalo Sphngs. Both settlements enjoy 

artificial lakes and canyon settings. While Ransom Canyon is considered to be 

exclusively residential, the Buffalo Sphngs area is equipped for both public and 

phvate uses that include both residential properties and public park areas with a 

supporting mahna. While a small number of convenience stores serve these 

communities, the city of Lubbock provides the majority of professional, 

commercial, educational, and cultural services.®^ 

®°Texas Tech University, Graduate Catalog 1993-94 (Lubbock, Texas: 
Texas Tech University, 1993), 2. 

^^Marc Giaccardo et al., eds., Lubbock Environmental Resource Guide 
(Lubbock, Texas: Texas Tech University, 1994), 6-7. 

^^Mike Talley, ed., Texas State Travel Guide (Austin, Texas: Texas 
Department of Transportation, 1994), 203. 

^^Talley, Texas State Travel Guide, 203. 
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Phvsical Environment 

The site is located on the northeastern side of Yellow House Canyon and 

can be accessed off of F.M. 400 from the cities of Lubbock and Slaton. This 

portion of the canyon is minimally developed and is likely to remain in a similar 

condition in the future as the phmary sites along the canyon's hm are divided 

into 10-acre lots and are owned separately.̂ "* The canyon's floor is used for 

cattle pasture. 

Neighbors can be seen on either side of the site but are mostly 

unobtrusive. Unpleasant elements include the seemingly random placement of 

three trailers on the lot that is adjacent to the site's southeast side and the 

noise produced by a nearby firearm shooting range. 

Site Analvsis 

The following conditions exist within the site: 

1. Location: Yellow House Canyon, Texas. 

2. Size of Sîte: 20 acres. 

3. Oríentation: The axis of the canyon hdge is northwest to 

southeast, and the phmary view is to the southwest. 

4. Context: A canyon hdge located in the Llano Estacado plains of 

western Texas, the portion of the Yellow House Canyon chosen 

for the project has had no development beyond the division of 

'̂̂ Professor Glen Hill of Lubbock, Texas, interview by author 8 September 
1994, Lubbock, notes from interview. 
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residential trailers and houses on the canyon wall's 10-acre plots 

and the use of the canyon's floor for cattle pasture. 

5. Skyline: With the exception of a minimum number of inactive 

telephone lines and two neighbors perceivable from the site, the 

view is unobstructed and encompasses a view of the phmary 

canyon's floor and opposing wall as well as a view of one side of 

a minor canyon that cuts across the site. 

6. Scale: With the absence of a strong built context adjacent to the 

site, the scale is determined by the canyon wall and its elements, 

which include both large and small formations of rock as well as 

sparse plains vegetatíon. 

7. Sunlight: The ohentation of the canyon wall produces a morning 

shadow on the southwestern facade of the canyon. Otherwise, 

the site is unprotected by trees or other shade elements. 

8. Imagery: The rustic setting of the canyon is achieved with the 

physical presence of the canyon and its inspihng scale as well as 

the view of lush pasture-land on the canyon floor. The absence of 

man-made elements is quickly perceived in such open country. 

9. Forms: Canyon forms include a strong horizontal emphasis as 

well as a clear perception of prevalent matehals in the landscape. 

The curvature of the canyon and its rock formations provide 
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spatial definition. Also, the sky and horizon have an expansive 

unobstructed presence. 

10. Materíals: Building matehals in the region include yellow bhck, 

sandstone, and adobe, as well as conventional building matehals 

in the more densely populated areas toward Lubbock and Slaton. 

11. Landscaping: Landscape matehals include rock, sand, and 

sparse plains vegetation that includes juniper, cactus, yucca and 

other indigenous grasses. 

12. Activíty Centers and Adjacencies: Nearby residential communities 

include Ransom Canyon and Buffalo Sphngs, with the first being a 

relatively exclusive residential community and the second 

providing both public and private activities in the community. 

While small clusters of convenience stores provide some 

commercial activity, most professional, shopping and cultural 

activities occur in the cities of Lubbock and Slaton. 

13. Access to Site: From Lubbock, Buffalo Sphngs Rd., or F.M. 835, 

leads east. After turning south upon reaching F.M. 400, a caliche 

road accesses the lower portions of the site. A proposed paved 

road will access the upper lots along the top of the canyon's hdge. 

From Slaton, F.M. 400 travels north directly to the site's access 

road. 
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Zonina 

The zoning requirements for the site include the following: 

1. Present designation: None (phmahly residential/aghcultural). 

2. Appeal for new use: Residential/Office. 

3. Setbacks: 35 ft. from hght of way (both caliche and proposed 

roads). 

4. Access Points: Exclusively vehicular means of access to site 

along both the top of the canyon hm (paved) and along the 

canyon's southwestern facade (caliche). Both roads connect to 

F.M. 400. 

Land Contours 

The hdge of Yellow House Canyon at the point of the site is 

approximately 3075 ft. above sea level. The floor of the canyon is located at 

the bottom of a dramatic drop of 200 ft. which produces the undulating-wall 

effect that defines area canyons. 

Siqnificant Features 

Positive and negative features of the site include the following: 

1. Positlve features: The view commanding the floor of the canyon 

and the opposing canyon wall is both dramatic and properly 

ohented along the sun's ideal axis of ohentation. Paved road 
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access to the site can be assumed to be available (as the subject 

of this addition has already been proposed by area residents).®^ 

2. Negative features: Neighbors to the east of site have placed 

unsightly trailers on their lot and exercise poor landscaping and 

maintenance skills. Rustic Range, a firearms shooting range, is 

located with 1/4 mile of the site. 

Sensorv Conditions 

Sensory considerations include: 

1. Noise: Gun fire from Rustic Range can be heard duhng business 

hours. 

2. Odors: Aghcultural-type odors affect the site. These include the 

more pleasant, non-industhal, country odors as well as air-borne 

particles that charactehze windswept plains such as dust, pollens, 

fertilizer, etc. 

3. Views: The view to the southwest encompasses Yellow House 

Canyon, while a smaller canyon cuts across the site's 

northwestern side. The remaining views are unobstructed to the 

hohzon as it meets the flat landscape's sparse vegetation. 

Neighbors to the northwest and southeast are unobtrusive. 

^^Professor Glen Hill of Lubbock, Texas, interviewed by author, 8 
September 1994, Lubbock, notes from interview. 
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Conclusions 

The site is favorably located in distance from more densely populated 

areas allowing for the client's preference for solitude as well as access within a 

reasonable commute for employee housing preferences, shopping/commercial 

needs, extensive research facilities, medical needs, professional interactions, 

cultural events, and Lubbock International Airport. Utilities and 

telecommunícations support can be provided through South Plains Electhcal 

Cooperative, South Plains Telephone Cooperative, Energas, and Phme Star 

Cable. 
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Figure6.1. Canyon Ridge. 
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Figure 6.4. View of Minor Canyon. 

Figure 6.5. View Looking North from the Canyon Ridge. 
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Table 6.1 

Temperature Normals 

-Daily Max. 
-Daily Min. 
-Monthly Avg. 

Temperature Extremes 
-Record High 
year 19 
-Record Low 
year 19 

% Poss. Sunshine 

Relative Humidity 
-Hour 00 
-Hour 06 
-Hour 12 
|-Hour18 

Temperature Normals 
-Daily Max. 

-Daily Min. 
-Monthly Avg. 

Temperature Extremes 
-Record High 
year 19 
-Record Low 

year19 

% Poss. Sunshine 

Relative Humidity 
-Hour 00 
-Hour 06 
-Hour 12 
-Hour18 

Climatological Data 1992 

Jan 

48 
28 
38 

87 
14 

-16 
63 

41.66 

65 
73 
50 
65 

Jui 

100 
58 
79 

109 
40 
49 
15 

59.14 

63 

77 
43 
35 

Feb 

43 
24 

33.5 

89 
18 

-17 
33 

47.6 

65 
73 
50 
65 

Aug 

100 
56 
78 

107 
36 
43 

15 

55.11 

65 
78 
52 
42 

Mar 

58 
36 
47 

95 
46 
-2 
22 

49.73 

55 
70 
43 
55 

Sep 

83 
56 

69.5 

105 
30 
33 

16 

51.4 

70 
83 
53 

43 

Apr 

70 
38 
54 

100 
25 
18 
20 

54.17 

53 
70 
43 
53 

Oct 

66 
48 
57 

98 
79 
18 
93 

47.04 

68 
78 
47 
44 

May 

76 
44 
60 

104 
38 
29 
17 

55.78 

63 
77 
43 
35 

Nov 

56 
36 
46 

89 
16 
-1 
57 

43.05 

65 
75 
47 

47 

Jun 

88 
45 

66.5 

114 
94 
39 
17 

61.8 

63 
" ' 7 7 

43 
35 

Dec 

50 
28 
39 

83 
39 
-2 
24 

41 

65 
73 
50 

50 

Year 

69.8 
54.58 
55.63 

114 
94 

-17 

63 

50.62 

63.3 

75.3 
47 

47.41 
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Table 6.1 continued 

Precip. (inches) 
Water Equivalent 
-Total 
-Max. Monthly 
YearlG 
-Min Monthly 
Year19 

Snow/lce 
-Max. Monthfy 
year19 
-Max in 24 hrs. 
Year19 

Wind 
-Av. Spd, (mph) 
"Prevail. dir. 
-Fastest spd. 
Year19 

Jan 

0.8 
4.05 

49 
0 

— 

25.3 
83 

16.8 
83 

12.1 
s-w 

59 
65 

Feb 

1 
5.83 

11 
0 

— 

16.8 
56 

12.1 
61 

13.4 
s-w 

58 
60 

Mar 

1.3 
3.56 

41 
0 

— 

14.3 
58 
10 
69 

14.8 
s-w 

69 
57 

Apr 

1.5 
6.18 

15 
0 

— 

5.3 
83 

405 
83 

14.9 
s-w 

58 
56 

May 

3 
12.69 

41 
0 

— 

0 
_ 

0 
— 

14.1 
s 
70 
52 

Jun 

3.1 
8.79 

67 
0 

— 

0 
_ 

0 
— 

13.6 
s 
63 
55 

Precip. (inches) 
IWater Eauivalent 
-Total 
-Max. Monthly 
Year19 
-Min Monthly 
Year19 

Snow/lce 
-Max. Monthly 
year19 
-Max in 24 hrs. 
Year19 

Wind 
-Av. Spd. (mph) 
-Prevail. dir. 
-Fastest spd. 
Year19 

Jul 

2.5 
7.2 
76 
0 

0 

0 
— 

11.3 
S 
64 
50 

Aug 

2.3 
8.85 

66 
0 

0 

0 
— 

9.9 
s 
46 
56 

Sep 

2.8 
13.93 

36 
0 

0 

0 
— 

10.5 
s 
45 
53 

Oct 

2.4 
10.8 

83 
0 

7.5 
76 

4.7 
76 

11.1 
s 
65 
57 

Nov 

1 
2.67 

68 
0 

21.4 
80 

10.8 
[ 80 

11.6 
w-s-w 

59 
55 

Dec 

1 
2.7 
42 

0 

9.9 
60 
6.3 
60 

11.9 
w-s-w 

58 
57 

Year 

22.7 
13.93 

36 
0 

25.3 
83 

16.8 
83 

12.43 
s-w 

70 
52 
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CHAPTER VII 

SPATIAL/ACTIVITIES ANALYSIS 

As a building type, the contemporary home/office reflects technological 

advances and their effects on residents and office workers alike. A number of 

new conditions have become apparent, most resulting from the technologícal 

capability establishing communication links from remote locations. The 

advances in telecommunication technology have influenced many aspects of 

home and office life including: 

1. The ability for large companies to work from home or satellite 

office locations and not in urban locations; 

2. The development of video conferencing, interactive computer 

networks, electronic mail, and other communication systems which 

provide wohdwide transfer of information; 

3. The availability of increased leisure time resulting from efficiency 

of work and the absence of lengthy commutes to and from work. 

While these changes represent a departure from traditional relationships 

between the home and the office, their overall objective is to increase the 

productivity of the worker. Through such methods as providing more pleasant 

working environments, encouraging group interaction in less formal 

environments, and incorporating technology to increase individual output. 
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corporations have made new investments in the well-being of their employees 

in order to increase both their efficiency and job satisfaction.̂ ® 

The relationship of the Baxter Corporation with the client, Dr. Robert K. 

Ausman, is representative of this type of investment. Based on the precedent 

established by Dr. Ausman's previous home/office, a lightly staffed medical 

research facility, the Baxter Corporation has agreed to assist with expenses 

related to the establishment of a satellite office for Dr. Ausman and his four 

employees. 

General Office 

In the interest of retaining a sense of the functional identity, the elements 

of home and office will remain separate. This includes mailing addresses, 

telephone service, and the entry into the satellite offíce structure. It is 

recognized that certain components can be shared to achieve mutual benefits. 

This type of interaction between elements will be included in the design. 

Office Entry/Reception 

This area is particularly important in communicating an approphate 

image for the Baxter Corporation as well as Dr. Ausman and his staff. It is the 

phmary entry and the beginning of the facility's spatial progression. 

^^Ziva Freiman, "Hype vs. Reality: The Changing Workplace," Progressive 
Architecture, March 1994, 51. 
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Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, President, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 

d. Nurse Analyst, 

e. Editor, 

f. Visitors (design for 3 visitors); 

Activities/Time-

a. Main entrance to office, 

b. Mail reception and departure, 

c. Telephone reception, 

d. Waiting area for visitors, 

e. Resthction of unauthohzed access to facility; 

Occupant Requirements--

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements, 

•Secuhty system will be activated from this area 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for reception and waiting activities 

c. Psychological Requirements, 
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•Provide professional atmosphere 

•Place workers and visitors at ease 

•Be representative of the Baxter Corporation; 

4. Ambient Environment--

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requírements by code, preferable; 

b. Lighting 

•Provide overall lighting for general illumination and task lighting 

with switches in room. 

•Provide adjustable task lighting for receptionist's desk area; 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Locational Requirements-

a. The entrance must be accessíble from the paved road that leads 

from F.M. 400 to the site at the top of the canyon's hm. 

6. Occupant-Equípment Requirements-

a. Waiting area furniture (couch, 2 chairs, coffee table, end table), 

b. Receptionist's furniture (desk, chair, file storage [approx. 1 large 

cabinet]), 

c. Provide data and power access near desk and on walls. 
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Computer Room 

This space will work in conjunction with the video conferencing area and 

have connections to other terminals in the home/office. It is intended to house 

large electronic equipment for the entire staff. 

1. Users Served-

a. Nurse Analyst, 

b. Personal Secretary, 

c. Dr. Ausman, 

d. Vice President, 

e. Editor; 

2. Activíties-

a. Use of high volume copy machine, 

b. Use of high volume phnter, 

c. Use of fax machine, 

d. Use of heat binder, 

e. Use of postage meter, 

f. Use of computers; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor access when activated 

•Securíty wil monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 
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•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for (i) computer terminal 

workstations (2), (ii) mobile computer terminal workstation, (iii) 

organizing documents (work table), (iv) paper storage, (v) storage 

of miscellaneous office supplies, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide positive atmosphere that facilitates daily 

tasks 

•Room should be organized in a fashion that discourages 

inapprophate mixing of documents 

•Computer terminals should have sufficient space to allow the 

addition of a small number of personal effects belonging to the 

users; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code is 

preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 
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•Provide task lighting adjacent to computer terminals 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The computer area will be adjacent to the video conferencing 

area, 

b. The computer area should be reasonably close to Dr. Ausman's 

office and the Editor's office; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Furniture for computer terminal users - this consists of 3 chairs, 2 

desks, 2 small filing cabinets, and a mobile computer terminal, 

b. Work table, 

c. High-volume copy machine, 

d. High-volume phnter, 

e. Fax machine, 

f. Heat binder, 

g. Postage meter, 

h. 2 stationary computers, 

i. 1 mobile computer terminal, 

j . Storage cabinets. 
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Video Conferencinq Area 

This area will phmahly serve 1-5 people but may accommodate up to 12 

when visitors are present. Equipment will be mobile to allow for expansion and 

increases in visitors on special occasions. The video conferencing area must 

have direct access to the computer area. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 

d. Nurse Analyst, 

e. Editor, 

f. Visitors (design for 3 visitors); 

2. ActlvîtieS" 

a. Communication with Baxter, 

b. Communication with clients, 

c. Communication with information sources, 

d. Communication with publisher; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor access when activated 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 
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•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for video conferencing equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for a conference table and 4 

chairs 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage of equipment and 

extra chairs, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Provide professional atmosphere 

•Place workers and visitors at ease 

•Be representative of the Baxter Corporation; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Ensure that no lighting elements glare on video or computer 

screens 

c. Acoustics 

•Limit noise with "soft" matehals to assist with clear transmission 

of sound from microphone; 
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5. Locatlon Requirements 

a. The video conferencing area will be adjacent to the computer 

area, 

b. The video conferencing area must be reasonably close to Dr. 

Ausman's office and the Editor's office; 

6. Occupant-Equlpment Requirements-

a. Integrated video conferencing system, 

b. Conference table and 4 chairs, 

c. Storage for video conferencing system and extra chairs. 

Lounae/Kitchen 

This space will serve as the area in which lunchtime meals are prepared 

and consumed. Due to the remote location of the office, staff members will 

have less frequent access to restaurants than do their urban counterparts. 

Also, this area should be located in a fashion that will allow access to the video 

conferencing area as well as a connecting element to the home. This proximity 

will provide maximum use of the lounge/kitchen for conferences as well as 

receptions that combine the home and office facilities. 

1. Users Served" 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 

d. Nurse Analyst, 
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e. Editor, 

f. Visitors (design for 3 visitors); 

2. Activities-

a. Daily meal preparation, 

b. Food storage, 

c. Occasional food preparation for receptions, 

d. Daily informal dining, 

e. Occasional formal presentation of food dishes; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Securíty requirements 

•Provide kitchen safety equipment (fire extinguisher, smoke 

detector) 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA complíant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for kitchen appliances 

•Adequate space will be allotted for kitchen equipment storage 

•Adequate space will be allotted for counter surface and sink 

•Adequate space will be allotted for garbage compactor 

•Adequate space will be allotted for dining table and chairs, 

c. Psychological Requirements 
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•Room should provide relaxing atmosphere for break-time 

activíties 

•Room should provide views of non-work related objects (canyon 

view) 

•When arranged for a reception, room should complement the 

connecting element of the home to enhance sense of connection; 

4. Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable 

b. Lighting 

•Provide overall lighting for general illumination and reading with 

switch in kitchen area 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide dimable lighting in lounge area 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requlrements-

a. The lounge/kitchen area should be adjacent to the connecting 

element between the office and the home, 

b. The lounge/kitchen area should be accessible to the video 

conferencing area, reception area, and waiting area; 
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Occupant-Equipment Requirements 

a. Range, 

b. Microwave oven, 

c. Oven, 

d. Refhgerator, 

e. Dishwasher, 

f. Coffee machine, 

g. Other (additional electhc supply and space for items such as iced 

tea brewing machines, crock pots, etc), 

h. Storage (wall and base cabinets), 

•Pots and pans 

•Silverware 

•Cleaning supplies 

•Dishes 

•Glasses 

•Food storage 

i. Counter surface, 

j . Sink, 

k. Garbage Compactor, 

I. Dining Table, 

m. Chairs (6). 
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Editor's Office 

This room will serve as the office of the editor for the Citation 

(medicolegal digest). As traditional layout techniques have been replaced by 

computer editing, the spatial requirements for this activity have been 

significantly decreased. Ohginal phntouts of the Citation will be produced in the 

computer area. 

1. Users Served-

a. Editor, 

b. Visitors (provide 2 chairs); 

2. Activities-

a. Research, 

b. Whting, 

c. Editing; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Security Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for computer station 

•Adequate space will be allotted for desk and chair 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 guest chairs 
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•Adequate space will be allotted for small bookshelf 

•Adequate space will be allotted for filing cabinet, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide professional atmosphere 

•Room should allow for expression of individual tastes 

•Room should provide positive atmosphere that facilitates office 

tasks; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide task lighting adjacent to computer station 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

Location Requirements-

a. The editor's office should be adjacent to library area, 

b. The editor's office should be reasonably close to the computer 

area: 
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6. Occupant-Equlpment Requlrements-

a. Computer station, 

b. Desk and chair, 

c. 2 guest chairs, 

d. Bookshelf, 

e. Filing cabinet. 

Dr. Ausman's/President's Office 

This room will be used by Dr. Ausman for his vahed business activities 

and research. Visitors will be received in this area for phvate conversations. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Visitors (design for 3 visitors); 

2. Activíties-

a. Research, 

b. Writing, 

c. Admínistrative duties; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 
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•Adequate space will be allotted for computer station 

•Adequate space will be allotted for desk and chair 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 guest chairs 

•Adequate space will be allotted for a couch 

•Adequate space will be allotted for coffee table 

•Adequate space will be allotted for large bookshelf 

•Adequate space will be allotted for filing cabinet, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide professional atmosphere 

•Room should allow for expression of individual tastes 

•Room should provide positive atmosphere that facilitates office 

tasks; 

4. Ambient Envlronment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide task lighting adjacent to computer station 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c. Acoustics 
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•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. Dr. Ausman's office should be adjacent to library area 

b. Dr. Ausman's office should be reasonably close to the computer 

area; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requlrements-

a. Computer station, 

b. Desk and chair, 

c. 2 guest chairs, 

d. Couch, 

e. Coffee table, 

f. Large bookshelf, 

g. Filing cabinet. 

Vice President's Office 

This offíce will be used by Dr. Ausman's wife and Vice President, 

Chhstine. Management and administrative duties are performed in this office, 

although some computer activities will be conducted in the computer room. 

1- Users Served" 

a. Vice President, 

b. Visitors (design for 2); 

2- Activities-

a. Research, 
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b. Writing, 

c. Administrative duties; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for desk and chair 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 guest chairs 

•Adequate space will be allotted for small bookshelf 

•Adequate space will be allotted for filing cabinet, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide professional atmosphere 

•Room should allow for expression of individual tastes 

•Room should provide positive atmosphere that facilitates office 

tasks; 

4. Ambient Environment" 

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 
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•Provide llghting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The Vice President's office should be adjacent to Dr. Ausman's 

office, 

b. The Vice President's office should be reasonably close to the 

computer area; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Desk and chair, 

b. 2 guest chairs, 

c. Bookshelf, 

d. Filing cabinet. 

Library 

This area will house approximately 2,000 volumes. As research is an 

integral actívity of the office, it should be accessible to the entire staff. 

1. Users Served 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 
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d. Nurse Analyst, 

e. Editor; 

Activltles-

a. Research; 

Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Security will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Secuhty will monitor room when activated 

•Smoke alarm 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 432 linear ft. of shelving 

•Adequate space will be allotted for desk and chair, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide professional atmosphere 

•Room should provide positive atmosphere that facilitates office 

tasks; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 
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•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c. Acoustics 

•Limit noise with "soft" matehals to reduce distractions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The Library should be accessible to the entire staff, 

b. The Library should be close to Dr. Ausman's Office; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. 432 linear ft. of shelving, 

b. Desk and chair. 

Restrooms (2) 

The client has requested two (2) single-occupant restrooms for the office 

facility. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 

d. Nurse Analyst, 

e. Editor, 

f. Visitors; 
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Actlvíties-

a. Restroom; 

Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•ADA compliant, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for equipment (toilet, sink) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage (linens, cleaning 

equipment) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for vanity, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide clean atmosphere; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable 

•Return air fan, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 
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5. Location Requirements-

a. One restroom should be near the kitchen/lounge area; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requlrements-

a. Toilet, 

b. Handicap grab bars, 

c. Cabinetry, 

d. Sink, 

e. Vanity mirror, 

f. Toilet paper dispenser, 

g. Tissue dispenser, 

h. Garbage receptacle. 

Mechanical Room 

The mechanical space is to be sufficiently large to accommodate 

adaptations to the systems in use. 

1. Users Served" 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Vice President, 

c. Personal Secretary, 

d. Nurse Analyst, 

e. Editor, 

f. Service personnel; 
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2. Activítles-

a. Storage, 

b. Access to mechanical systems; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Security Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor room when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for HVAC equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for telephone equipment (200 

pair) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for electhcal control box 

•Adequate space will be allotted for secuhty equipment, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should appear organized with easily accessible equipment; 

4. Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room. 
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c. Acoustics 

•Limit noise leaking into other rooms with "soft" matehals; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The mechanical room should be reasonably close to the computer 

area; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. HVAC equipment, 

b. Telephone equipment (200 pair), 

c. Electhcal control box, 

d. Secuhty equipment. 

General Residence 

While the residence and office functions should retain separate identities, 

there will be a need to provide a connection between the two facilities. Any 

recreational equipment that belongs to the residents is available to the office 

staff and should therefore be accessible from both areas. 

The approach to the residential elements of the project will reflect the 

belief that residential activities promote relaxation. With this in mind, the 

ohentation of the residence should take advantage of the views available to the 

site. 
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Livina Room 

This room will serve as a formal space for both family activities and 

entertaining. It is the space to display the owner's fine furniture and other 

possessions. Less formal activities will take place in the family room. 

1. Users Served" 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c. Visitors (design for 4); 

2. Activíties-

a. Reading, 

b. Listening to music, 

c. Socializing, 

d. Utilizing the fireplace; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for furniture 

•Adequate space will be allotted for fireplace, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should promote relaxation 
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•Room should appear appropnate for formal receptions; 

4. Amblent Envlronment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide dramatic lighting effects for formal events, 

c. Acoustics 

•Stereo speakers should be installed in the walls to provide best 

possible audio response; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The Living room should be located near the formal entry to the 

residence, 

b. The Living room should be adjacent to the connecting element to 

the office; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements 

a. Fireplace, 

b. Bookshelves, 

c. Furniture, 

•couch 

•chairs (4) 
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•coffee table 

•small table for eating. 

Familv Room 

1- Users Served" 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c. Visitors (design for 8, which includes adult guests and their 

children); 

2. Actlvlties-

a. Viewing television, 

b. Reading, 

c. Listening to music, 

d. Eating; 

3. Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for furniture 

•Adequate space will be allotted for bookshelves 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage of music albums and 

equipment, 
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c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should promote relaxation; 

Amblent Envlronment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide dimable lighting in room, 

c. Acoustics 

•Stereo speakers should be installed in the walls to provide best 

possible audio response; 

Location Requirements-

a. The Family room should be reasonably close to the kitchen; 

Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Televisíon, 

b. Bookshelves, 

c. Furniture, 

•couch 

•chairs (6) 

•coffee table 

•small table for eating 
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d. High-fidelity equipment, 

e. Compact disc, cassette, LP storage area. 

Dínina Room 

This room will be used for entertaining guests as well as the residents. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c. Visitors (design for 8); 

2. Actlvíties-

a. Dining, 

b. Entertaining (buffet area); 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Security Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for furniture, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should promote relaxation 

•Room should appear approphate for formal receptions; 

4. Ambient Envîronment-

a. HVAC 
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•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide dramatic lighting effects for formal events, 

c. Acoustics 

•Stereo speakers should be installed in the walls to provide best 

possible audio response; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The Dining room should be adjacent to the kitchen, 

b. The Dining room should be reasonably close to the connecting 

element to the office; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Dining table (expandable), 

b. chaírs (10), 

c. Other (space will be available for additional furnishings). 

Kitchen 

The residential kitchen will be used for all meals prepared by the 

residents. In the event of large reception, thís kitchen will augment the kitchen 

facility in the office structure. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 
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b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c. Visitors (design for 4); 

2. Activítles-

a. Daily meal preparation, 

b. Food storage, 

c. Occasional food preparation for receptions, 

d. Daily informal dining, 

e. Occasional formal presentation of food dishes; 

3. Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty requirements 

•Provide kitchen safety equipment (fire extinguisher, smoke 

detector) 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for kitchen appliances 

•Adequate space will be allotted for kitchen equipment storage 

•Adequate space will be allotted for counter surface and sink 

•Adequate space will be allotted for garbage compactor 

•Adequate space will be allotted for informal dining table and 

chairs, 

c. Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide relaxing atmosphere 
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•When arranged for a reception, room should complement the 

connecting element to the office to enhance sense of connection; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code is 

preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c. Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

Location Requirements-

a. The kitchen should be adjacent to the connecting element 

between the office and the home; 

Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Range, 

b. Microwave oven, 

c. Oven, 

d. Refhgerator, 

e. Dishwasher, 

f. Coffee machine, 
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g. Other (additional electhc supply and space for items such as iced 

tea brewing machines, crock pots, etc), 

h. Storage (wall and base cabinets), 

•Pots and pans, 

•Silverware 

•Cleaning supplies 

•Dishes 

•Glasses 

•Food storage 

i. Counter surface, 

j . Sink, 

k. Garbage compactor, 

I. Informal dining Table, 

m. Chairs (6). 

Studv/Qffice (2) 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman (Ist office), 

b. Mrs. Ausman (2nd office), 

c. Visitors (provide 2 chairs in each office); 

2- ActlvitieS" 

a. Research, 
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b. Whting, 

c. Computer operations; 

Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Security will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for computer station 

•Adequate space will be allotted for desk and chair 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 guest chairs 

•Adequate space will be allotted for small bookshelf 

•Adequate space will be allotted for filing cabinet, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should allow for expression of Dr. Ausman's personal 

tastes 

•Room should provide positíve atmosphere that facilitates office 

tasks; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 
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•Provide lightlng for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide task lighting adjacent to computer station 

•Ensure that no lighting elements create glare on computer 

screens, 

c Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. No special resthctions; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requlrements-

a. Computer station, 

b. Desk and chair, 

c Guest chairs (2), 

d. Small bookshelf, 

e. Filing cabineL 

Master Bedroom 

This room will be used by Dr. Ausman and hís wife. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman; 

2- Activltles-

a. Sleeping, 

b. Dressing, 
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c Reading; 

Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for king-size bed 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 dressers 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 walk in closets 

•Adequate space will be allotted for reading area with 2 chairs 

•Adequate space will be allotted for 2 bed-side tables, 

c Psychological Requírements 

•Room should provide relaxing atmosphere; 

Ambient Envlronment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide reading light for the bed area 

•Províde reading light for the reading area that does not overly 

illuminate the bed. 
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c Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The master bedroom should be adjacent to the master bath 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. King-size bed, 

b. Dressers (2), 

c Walk in closets (2), 

d. Chairs (2), 

e. Bed-side tables (2). 

Master Bath 

The size of the shower/bath will be oversized to accommodate Dr. 

Ausman's height. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman; 

2. Activíties-

a. Restroom, 

b. Shower/Bath, 

c Vanity area; 

3- Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 
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•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for equipment (toilet, sink, 

shower/bath) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage (linens, cleaning 

equipment) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for vanity, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide clean atmosphere; 

4. Ambient Environment" 

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable 

•Return air fan, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

c Acoustics 

•No special requirements; 

5. Locatíon Requirements-

a. The master bath should be adjacent to the master bedroom; 

6- Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Shower/bath (large). 
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b. Toilet, 

c Cabinetry/Linen closet, 

d. Sink, 

e. Vanity mirror, 

f. Toilet paper dispenser. 

Guest Bedrooms (2) 

These bedrooms will be used by visiting family members and other 

guests. They will share a bathroom. 

1. Users Served-

a. Visiting family, 

b. Visiting fhends, 

c Visiting business associates; 

2. ActivitieS" 

a. Sleeping, 

b. Dressing, 

c Reading; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for queen-size bed 

•Adequate space will be allotted for a dresser 
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•Adequate space will be allotted for a closet 

•Adequate space will be allotted for a bed-side table 

•Adequate space will be allotted for a small table and chair, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide relaxing atmosphere; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide overall lighting for general íllumination with switch in room 

•Provide reading light for the bed area, 

c Acoustics 

•No special requirements; 

Locatlon Requirements-

a. The guest bedroom should be adjacent to the guest bath; 

Occupant-Equlpment Requirements-

a. Queen-size bed, 

b. Dresser, 

c Closets, 

d. Bed-side table, 
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e. Small table, 

f. Chair. 

Guest Bath 

The guest bath will be shared by both guest bedrooms. 

1. Users Served" 

a. Visiting family, 

b, Visiting fhends, 

c Visiting business associates; 

2. Activíties-

a. Restroom, 

b. Shower/Bath, 

c Vanity area; 

3. Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Security will monitor openings to extehor when activated, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for equipment (toilet, sink, 

shower/bath) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage (linens, cleaning 

equipment) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for vanity. 
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c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should provide clean atmosphere; 

4. Amblent Envlronment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable 

•Return air fan, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c Acoustics 

•No special resthctions; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The guest bath should be adjacent to the guest bedroom; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Shower/bath, 

b. Toilet, 

c Cabinetry, 

d. Sink, 

e. Vanity mirror, 

f. Toilet paper dispenser. 
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Pool/Excercise Room 

This area will be available to the residents, the office staff, and visitors. 

It will serve to create a clear spatial relationship between the office and the 

residence. The room houses exercise equipment and a swimming pool. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c Staff members, 

d. Visitors (design for 8); 

2. ActivitieS" 

a. Swimming, 

b. Treadmill, 

c Free-weights, 

d. Muscle stretching; 

3. Occupant Requlrements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secunty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Pool safety equipment (life hng) will be accessible, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for pool (75'-1" long) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for treadmill 

•Adequate space will be allotted for free-weights 
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•Adequate space will be allotted for safety equipment (hng buoy 

with rope, reaching pole, rescue tube) 

•Adequate space will be allotted for towel rack 

•Adequate space will be allotted for muscle stretching, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should promote relaxation 

•Room should appear approphate for formal receptions; 

4. Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•High quality, zoned heating and air conditioning 

•Exceed minimum air movement requirements by code, preferable, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room 

•Provide dimable lighting in room 

•Distinctive lighting effects would be approphate in this space, 

c Acoustics 

•Moisture-resistant stereo speakers should be installed in the 

walls; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The pool/exercise room should be accessible to residents, staff, 

and guests; 
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6. Occupant-Equlpment Requirements-

a. Pool (75'-r'long), 

b. Treadmill, 

c Free-weights, 

d. Safety equipment (hng buoy with rope, reaching pole, rescue 

tube), 

e. Towel rack, 

f. Grab bar (muscle stretching), 

g. 4'-0" diameter pad (muscle stretching), 

h. Moisture-resistant stereo speakers. 

Maintenance. Laundrv. Utilitv Storaqe. Garaqe 

These elements may be combined or separated 

Pool Maintenance area 

This area will provide access to the pool's mechanical and filtration 

systems, cleaning equipment, and other pool-related items (such as life vests, 

kickboards, etc) 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c Service personnel; 
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2. Actívities-

a. Storage, 

b. Access to pool mechanical, cleaning, and filtration systems; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for mechanical (heating) 

equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for filtration equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for cleaning system 

•Adequate space will be allotted for chemical storage, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should appear organized with easily accessible equipment; 

4. Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•No special requirements, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c Acoustics 

•Limit noise leaking into other rooms with "soft" matehals; 
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5. Locatlon Requlrements-

a. The pool mechanical area should be adjacent to the pool; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Pump system, 

b. Filter system, 

c Chemical storage space, 

d. Cleaning equipment storage space, 

e. Other pool-related item storage space (life vests, kickboards, etc). 

Laundrv Area 

This area will meet the laundry needs of the home and office. 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c Service personnel; 

2. Activities-

a. Laundry washing, 

b. Laundry drying, 

c Laundry sorting/folding; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Security Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 
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b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space wiil be allotted for washer 

•Adequate space will be allotted for dryer 

•Adequate space will be allotted for sink 

•Adequate space will be allotted for folding table, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should appear organized with easily accessible equipment; 

4. Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•No special resthctions, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c Acoustics 

•Limit noise leaking into other rooms with "soft" materials; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The laundry area should be accessible from bedroom areas; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Washer, 

b. Dryer, 

c Sink, 

d. Folding table. 
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Utilitv Storaae Area 

This area will be used to store larger items such as gardening 

equipment, tools, etc 

1. Users Served-

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman, 

c Service personnel; 

2. Activíties-

a. Storage, 

b. Access to mechanical systems, 

c Access to electhcal systems; 

3. Occupant Requirements-

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secuhty will monitor room when activated 

•Secuhty will monitor openings to extehor when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for mechanical equipment 

•Adequate space will be allotted for electhc control box, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should appear organized with easily accessible equipment; 
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4. Ambient Environment 

a. HVAC 

•No special resthctions, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide lighting for general illumination with switches in room, 

c Acoustics 

•Limit noise leaking into other rooms with "soft" materials; 

5. Location Requirements-

a. The utility storage area should have direct access to either the 

garage or the residence's exterior; 

6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Gardening tools (rake, shovel, trowels, etc), 

b. Other (tools, boxes, and other storage items). 

Garaae 

This space will provide enclosed parking for 3 cars. 

1. Users Served" 

a. Dr. Ausman, 

b. Mrs. Ausman; 

2. Activltles-

a. Parking, 

b. Storage (lawn mower, bicycles); 
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Occupant Requlrements 

a. Health/Safety and Secuhty Requirements 

•Secunty will monitor openings to exterior when activated 

•Smoke alarm, 

b. Functional Requirements 

•Adequate space will be allotted for parking for 3 cars 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage of lawnmower 

•Adequate space will be allotted for storage of bicycles, 

c Psychological Requirements 

•Room should appear organized with easily accessible equipment; 

Ambient Environment-

a. HVAC 

•No special resthctions, 

b. Lighting 

•Provide overall lighting for general illumination with switch in 

room, 

c Acoustics 

•No special restrictions; 

Locatlon Requirements-

a. Garage should provide secondary access to residence, 

b. Garage should be reasonably close to kitchen; 
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6. Occupant-Equipment Requirements-

a. Garage door opener(s). 

Pet Access and Accommodations 

The client intends to purchase a golden retriever that will require an 

extehor shelter as well as access to the interior, particulariy the family room 

Access through service areas is permitted as are "pet doors." 
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Table 7.1 

User/Space Matrlx 

Office Entry/Reception 

Computer Area 

Vtdeo Conferencit^ Area 

Lounge/K tchen 

Edftor's Office 

Dr. Ausman's Office 

Vlce PresWenf s Office 

Ubrary 

Restrooms (2) 

Mechanical Room 

Uving Room 

Famiiy Room 

Dining Room 

Kitchen 

Dr.Aus. 

• 

o 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Mrs.Aus 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Editor 

• 

o 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Nurse/An 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Pers.Sec 

• 

• 

• 

• 

o 
• 

Bus. V)s. 

• 

o 

• 

o 
o 

Fam. Vis. 

• 

o 
• 

o 
Primary Use 

SéôondaryJJse 

o 
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Table 7.1 continued 

/ 

Study/Office 1 

Study/Office 2 

Master Bedroom 

MasterBath 

Guest Bedroom 1 

Gest Bedroom 2 

Guest Bath 

Pooi/Exercise Room 

Maintenance Area 

Laundry Area 

UtilTty StofBQe Area 

Garage 

Dr. Aus. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Mrs. Aus 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Ed tor 

o 

Nurse/An 

o 

Pers.Sec 

o 

Bus. Vte. 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Fam. Vts. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 7.2 

Space Relationship Matrix 

Major Relationship 

# 

Minor Relationship 
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Table 7.3 

Space Summary 

Space Descríption 
r T =— '' —— • — I 

1 
Off ce Entry/Reception 

Computer Area 

Video Conferencing Area 

Lounge/Kilchen 

Editor's Office 

Dr. Ausman's Office 

Vice President's Office 

Library 

Restrooms (2) 

Mechanical Room 

Líving Room 

Family Room 

Dining Room 

Kitchen 

Study/Office 1 

Study/Office2 

Master Bedroom 

Master Bath 

Guest Bedroom 1 

Guest Bedroom 2 

Guest Bath 

Pool/Exercise Room 

Maintenance Area 

Laundry Area 

Utílity Storage Area 

Garage 

# of Users 

e 

2 

3 (typ.) 8 (max) 

e 

3 

A 

3 

5 

2 

1 

6 

6 

6 

6 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

fí 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Net Sq. fL 

60C 

Gross Sq. ft 

1.000 

180 300 

200 333.3 

350 583.3 

40C 

500 

400 

500 

200 

80 

450 

450 

350 

300 

300 

300 

350 

100 

200 

200 

80 

4.oon 

50 

100 

50 

700 

666.6 

833.3 

666.6 

833.3 

333.3 

133.3 

750 

750 

583.3 

500 

500 

500 

583.3 

166.6 

333.3 

333.3 

133.3 

6.666 6 

83.3 

166.6 

83.3 

1.166.6 
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Table 7.4 

Summary of Costs 

Net Area = 11,390 Sq. ft. 

Efficiency Ratio = 60/40% 

Gross Area - 18,983.3 Sq. ft. 

Category 

A. Building Cost 

B. Fixed Equipment 

C. Site Development 

D. Total Construction 

18,983.3 Sq 

E. Site Aquisition/Demolition 

F. Moveable Equipment 

G. Professional Fees 

H. Contingencles 

1. Admin. Costs 

J. Total Budget Required 

Percentage 

. ft. @ $80.00/Sq. ft. 

(8% of A) 

(30% of A) 

(A + B + C) 

NA 

(8% of A) 

(6% of D) 

(10%of D) 

(1%of D) 

(D + E thru J) 

Total 

$718,664.00 

57.493.00 

215,599.00 

$991,756.00 

0.00 

57,493.00 

59,505.36 

99,175.60 

9,917.56 

$1,217,847.52 
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CHAPTER VIII 

R. K. AUSMAN SATELLITE OFFICE FACILITY: 

DESIGN PROCESS 

The design process has focused on the impact of developing 

technologies as they pertain to the satellite office facility and the larger 

communities to which this facility belongs. By considering the design complex 

to be a new form of community that is based on the shared interest of the 

residents and employees, the relationship of home to office as well as the 

facility's relationship to outside influences becomes redefined. Similar to the 

precedent of thbal villages, the facility's community will focus on a central form 

that serves needs that are essential to each secondary structure. These needs 

include: 

a. Power, 

b. Data handling and storage, 

c. Telecommunications, 

d. H.V.A.C, 

e. Water supply, 

f. Vertical circulation (A.D.A. compliance), 

g. Utility connections. 

New communities such as this can be considered a progression of the 

established trends of urban decentralization in both residential (nearby: Buffalo 

Sphngs and Ransom Canyon) and corporate (Texas Instruments) terms. This 
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design proposes that an impact of telecommunication technologies will be the 

combined investment in satellite offices (that include one or more residences) 

by institutional or corporate investors as well as the home owner(s). P 

recedents include Dr. Ausman's current office, which is connected to his 

residence by a pool house, mixed-use neighborhood planning, and numerous 

histohcal precedents of combination business/ residences. 

Facilities in complexes such as the one proposed here will respond to 

the new technologies in more direct architectural terms as well. For the home 

and office, data and communication equipment is being designed to take a 

more central role in terms of making contact with people and electronic systems 

within and outside the complex. New programmatic elements related to 

telecommunication will include conference areas that are designed to facilitate 

"virtual" meetings with approphately arranged displays, video equipment, data 

equipment, etc. Similar requirements should be met for non-business 

communication to in-house systems and more distant contacts. 

Another architectural response to new technologies will be the design of 

accessible, adaptable structures. The rate of development in electronics and 

related industhes is rapid, and new facilities will need to be designed to 

accommodate forthcoming changes. With this in mind, future developments in 

areas such as computer technology, solar power, water filtering and re-use, as 

well as building material technology should be considered in advance as much 

as possible. To this end, accessible and adaptable structures within this 
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complex are to be constructed of re-usable, light-gauge steel framing, wall, 

floor, deck, ceiling and roof panels, and an adaptable foundation system that 

allows for both expansion and disassembly with relative ease. In addition, an 

adaptable network of power, data, H.V.A.C, and plumbing lines are designed to 

be accessible throughout the facility. 

Conceptually, the organization of the facility maintains the relationship of 

"nodes" to "networks" that is analogous to the different uses within the facility 

as well as the facility's place within the larger networks. These include 

man-made artehes of transportation, communication, regional influence, and 

international commerce. Also, the natural network of the canyon is strongly 

represented by the site itself. This geological description of previous 

water-systems serves as a reminder of the river networks that help define the 

natural environment. The facility's location at the edge of both man-made and 

natural systems maintains a balanced relationship between both networks and 

satisfies both "high-tech" and "high-touch" needs.̂ ^ 

The facility's design parti describes the node to network relationship in a 

formal sense that can be seen in Figure 8.1. This diagram represents the 

relationship between a primary (central) node and other (secondary, tertiary, 

etc.) nodes and their expanding networks. Examples of systems that follow this 

pattern include the architecture of computer chíps and their successive 

^^John Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten NewDirections Transforming OurLives (New 
York: Warner Books, Inc, 1982), 4. 
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Figure 8.1. Parti Diagram. 

electronic pulse destinations as well as the organization of Bulletin Board 

Systems (and other "network servers" such as America Online® and 

Compuserve®) and their relationship to the "internet."®^ Natural systems that 

follow a similar pattern include the formal relationships between the center of an 

atom and its electrons. On a larger scale, nodes and networks can be seen in 

the biological relationship between the heart and the círculatory system which 

serves different organs, muscle groups, and other biological systems. Similahy, 

the brain and the central nervous system follow an expanding network pattern 

to nerve clusters or node locations. On a much larger scale, the solar system 

embodies a gravitational network that includes a primary node (sun) and 

secondary nodes (planets) which in turn influence tertiary nodes (moons, 

satellites). 

An aspect of the node to network relationship that can be observed in 

natural examples of the parti diagram is the tendency of these systems to 

^^RonWhite, HOM/Compt/ters l/Vor/c (Emeryville, California: Ziff-Davis, 1993) 
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adjust to their context and for nodes to ohent in a direction that facilitates their 

tasks. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show a diagram that depicts a lake and streams 

that feed out from it beside a diagram of a "token hng" computer network. Here 

can be seen a vahation from the idealized parti. The natural example of the 

lake shows the effects of contextual conditions on the forms of the lake and 

streams. The man-made, token ring system is similarly flexible, as this system 

allows for expanding numbers of terminals and varying distances from the 

central system. Both examples, however, depend on the basic parti diagram, 

and vahations to accommodate contextual conditions are limited by rules of 

efficiency within the system (i.e. if a secondary node expands too far, it 

becomes a new phmary node). 

Figure 8.2. Natural Network. Figure 8.3. Token Ring Network. 

In terms of site design, these charactehstics of nodes and networks are 

critical in the determination of contextual node locations. In this facility, both 

the office and the automotive nodes orient towards the man-made networks in 
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which they participate. Likewise, the residence and recreational nodes ohent 

towards the natural, canyon network where natural "high touch" needs are 

satisfied. 

The balance between the networks of man and nature is intended to 

achieve a less stressful relationship between these entities for both the 

residents and the natural environment. For the facility occupants, new office 

management techniques can be implemented where employees can work in 

different locations throughout the day. Also, when a task is completed, breaks 

can be encouraged to rejuvenate workers and assist in shifting mental gears. 

Technology that enables the monitoring of time on or off of a terminal or 

network has the potential to allow for new time-keeping techniques and 

therefore, more flexible work hours. 

A balanced ecological environment is also encouraged by the facility's 

design. Here, an attempt at a sustainable relationship between the facility and 

the site is the basis for design decisions that include: 

a. Inclusíon of a garden and fruit-bearing trees for sustaínable 

produce, 

b. Accommodation for delivery networks (such as U.P.S.) as an 

alternative to frequent travel for consumer items, 

c Use of photovoltaic power and water-heating technologies, 

d Design for the capture and re-use of rain water from roofs, 
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e. Specification of re-usable building materials and modular 

components. 

Desiqn Documents 

Site plan 

On the following page, Figure 8.4 depicts the major organization of 

nodes and networks on the site. In the center lies the primary node that serves 

the entire facility. At this point, connections to larger systems occur. In 

addition to conventional utility use, this design incorporates a cooperative 

relationship between the power company and the consumer who generates 

solar power. Along these same lines, one can anticipate future cooperative 

relationships between a network of many solar generators and the development 

of a sustainable power source. Also, similar systems can be formed to 

establish community-generated, back-up data-memory banks. 

Circulation paths travel from the phmary node to secondary node 

locations. Under the panels of these routes lie the major power, data, H.V.A.C, 

and plumbing lines that form the basic infrastructure network to serve the 

facility. These lines are arranged inside the individual buildings in a manner 

that radiates from the secondary nodes' focal points. 
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Office plan 

Figure 8.5 shows the office floor plans and the sectional relationship 

between the office facility and the phmary node. This element's location 

emphasizes the business from the perspective of F.M. 400, the primary 

automotive artery that leads to the site. An organizing element and secondary 

node for the office is the tele-conference room, which expands away from 

display and video camera locations to accommodate group conferences while 

maintaining the necessary cone of vision for camera equipment. Sound-proof 

enthes and equipment operations booths line this node's west wall. 

Tertiary nodes, or individual rooms, include the reception area, editor's 

office, library, multi-use space, and lounge/kitchen on the first floor. On the 

second floor, offices for the President and Vice President flank a multi-use 

space and the second-story of the library. It should be noted that the library 

collection has already been acquired for use by this facility and an argument for 

the continued use of printed material can be made for those references that are 

consistently used beside active computer displays. Also, the inclusion of 

multi-use areas incorporates current office design theories that encourage 

shared addresses and group addresses.̂ ® 

^^Edward Gunts, "Offices in Flux," Architecture, October 1993, 42-43. 
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Residence plan 

Figure 8.6 exhibits the design of the residential structure. The 

organizing, secondary node element is the kitchen/communications room. 

Here, the traditional role of the kitchen as the "heart" of the home meets the 

developing need for an approphately designed communications "center" for the 

residence. Unlike the office's video-conference room, this area does not require 

an expanding cone of vision to capture all activity within the space. Instead, 

pehpheral activities are allowed to occur "off camera" in a manner that is 

consistent with informal residential activities. On the north end of this room, 

space is allotted for large-screen displays and other equipment. 

Tertiary nodes include the foyer, living room, family room, and dining 

room that are located in closest proximity to the public entrance of the home. 

Toward the western entrance, rooms include studies for Dr. and Mrs. Ausman 

as well as a master bedroom. These rooms are oriented in a manner that 

capitalizes on views of the major canyon and lack of direct sunlight from the 

northern direction. 
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Recreation plan 

Figure 8.7 shows the plan of the recreational facility. This is considered 

to be an extension of the trend established in suburban corporate estates 

where such facilities are included for employee use. A garden element forms 

the secondary node. Radiating from this are tertiary nodes that include two 

multi-use rooms which, along with the corridor, are fully enclosed. Both the 

garden and the exercise areas are designed to accommodate both open air and 

fully enclosed conditions by attaching panels to the framework. 
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Automotive transition plan 

Figure 8.8 displays the arrangement of covered parking and delivery 

reception. This area provides the necessary transition from the scale of the 

automobile to that of the pedesthan. The covered circulation zone where an 

electronic reception interface, or video-intercom, is located serves as a collector 

element that orients toward all parking spaces and provides the transition to the 

facility's circulation scheme. The reception pavilion demonstrates on a smaller 

scale the basic structure that is used in all secondary nodes. While this 

structural framing can be clearly viewed in elevations of this pavilion and the 

garden, the residential and office reflections of the form are clad in stone 

panels. 
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Building systems 

Figure 8.9 includes diagrams that deschbe essentíal structural and 

mechanical systems for the facility. Beginning at the top-left and proceeding 

clock-wise, the following items are displayed: 

a. Foundation plan. This arrangement of 25' X 25' slabs with corner 

footings allows for expansion and rearrangement of elements 

b. Systems network. Power, data, H.V.A.C, and plumbing arteries 

are designed to be accessible between tertiary nodes 

c. Primary node. The central location of the phmary node provides 

essential systems to all other nodes 

d. Accessible/Adaptable systems. Removable wall, floor, and ceiling 

panels allow for adaptable use. Thís system is based on a 5' ghd 

which can accommodate modules that "plug in" for different uses. 

In this manner, a multi-use space can be converted from a group 

room to an individual office, a bedroom, a computer room, bath, 

etc. 

e. Wall section. Structurally, the facility uses light-gauge steel 

framing and (stone) panels to provide cladding. Rigid insulation 

and metal decking provide increased strength while occupying a 

minimum amount of space. Conceptually, this system can be 

deschbed as "structural scaffolding" in reference to its potential for 

re-use. 
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Intehor views and site section 

Figure 8.10 shows two intehor views from within the residence. From 

the entry, a continuation of the circulation system is cleariy perceived due to the 

use of a consistent roof form in both interior and exterior circulation zones. 

Roofing materials in the facility include translucent fabhc for circulation zones 

and secondary-tertiary nodes and metal deckíng in service zones. 

The site section faces west and is cut just beyond the primary node's 

tower. Here the relationship between the networks of man and the networks of 

nature take on a direct physical dimension. Man-made artehes and systems in 

this region are located on the "caprock," or uppermost ground level. The 

natural network of the canyon forms the geological boundary of the caprock 

ground plain. Secondary nodes relate to their appropriate networks. Thus, the 

office structure is sited to connect with man-made networks, and the residential 

structure ohents toward the canyon. 
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West elevation 

Figure 8.11 presents the office elevation. This node's ohentation towards 

F.M. 400 (main automotive artery to the site) displays a public facade to 

motohsts that relates an approphate image for the research facility. The 

residence's location within the canyon and behind trees insures privacy for 

leisure activities. 

North elevation 

Figure 8.12 shows site contours and the north elevation. In the center 

of the elevation is the phmary node which is supported by curved steel 

structural members. To the immediate left of the primary node lies the 

reception pavilion. Here, as in all secondary nodes, the structural form is based 

on the same curved steel framework that supports the phmary node. The 

upper section of the phmary node incorporates a similar support system for the 

photovoltaic disk. In this case, however, the supporting members capitalize on 

the elastic capabilities of steel and allow for the rotation of the disk as it tracts 

the angle of the sun. 

Additional documentation 

Figures 8.13 through 8.21 provide further documentation of the 

R. K. Ausman Satellite Office Facility. 
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CHAPTER IX 

R. K. AUSMAN SATELLITE OFFICE FACILITY 

POST-DESIGN EVALUATION 

Upon completion of the design process, certain issues have become 

apparent as being worthy of further consideration. Along with conceptual 

issues, alternatives to building technology selections have been suggested. 

Specifically, developing slab technologies that incorporate fiberglass as a 

material have been mentioned as a more sustainable alternative to large 

concrete slabs. It is certainly true that the facility's 25' X 25' concrete slabs are 

very difficult to manipulate. In fact, for the purposes of removal and re-use, one 

can suggest division of the slabs to more easily handled sizes and, therefore, 

for different uses than those suggested by this design. In this case, an 

alternative might very well be preferable. 

Along these lines one can foresee a number of material alternatives that 

are being developed becoming available in the near future. Among these will 

be found the building materials that help to define the next generation's 

contribution to the built environment. These future designs will reflect societal 

responses to technological developments in the same manner as historic 

precedents. New relationships will form that respond to electronic technology's 

ability to increase the speed and power of human activities, and communities 

will develop around these new conditions. 
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However, like previous cultures, certain architectural issues will remain 

relatively constant. In this category can be found topics such as the basic 

dimensions of the human form, the dynamics of passive-solar design, and 

techniques of design such as those deschbed in Francis D. Ching's text, 

Architecture: Form, Space, and Order.^^"^ In addition, one can predict that 

cultural patterns that have developed over history will remain important to 

societies as integral sources with which cultures can define themselves. 

Rather than encouraging a disassociation from cultural roots, new 

technologies are absorbed by societies and change the direction of their future. 

In terms of this project, architectural forms respond to the needs of a new kind 

of community that has adopted electronic technologies to enable the move from 

an urban environment to a new location. The chosen location offers a balance 

between the high-tech environment of the typical business and the natural 

environment that has been lost in many human communities. AIso, within the 

facility, new technologies encourage new methods of producing work and 

scheduling work hours. In this new situation, employer-employee relationships 

are reconsidered as are ties to near and distant locations. 

The satellite office facility's design and parti offer a prototype for similar 

development in varying locations. By using the node to network system to 

organize communities as they radiate from a primary node, new, more 

^°°Francis D. Ching, Architecture: Form, Space, anc/Orc/er (New York: Van 
Nostran Reinhold, 1979). 
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sustainable communities can be developed in both urban and rural locations. 

This design encourages the use of solar power ghd networks, back-up 

data-memory networks, the capture and re-use of rain water, re-usable 

matehals, natural lighting (through translucent roof membranes), 

adaptable/accessible building systems, as well as new cooperative investments 

by both employers and residents in their communities. 

While it is true that many aspects of culture and design methodology will 

remain virtually unchanged in the future, basic changes in human communities 

and the formal relationships within their built envíronments will produce a new 

type of architecture that embraces advances in technology. By incorporating 

new developments, architects will ínfluence the ways in which societies adopt 

technologies and shape their future. 
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